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To me, the University of Richmond had the 
greatest potential-potential for greatness-
and perhaps more than any other institution 
with which I am familiar. 
In short, it had a solid foundation, yet 
displayed so many needs. There are a few 
discordant voices saying, · Let's have the 
good old days,· but as /'ve told many of the 
people in our company the 'good old days' at 
the University of Richmond weren't the good 
old days either, because as a university, every 
program was literally starving to death. 
Today I feel so privileged to live to see the 
significant changes taking place in this uni-
versity. 
E. Claiborne Robins 
Like an Horatio Alger success story, E. 
Claiborne Robins exemplifies the American 
dream. Once a struggling scholarship stu-
dent and now chairman of the board of one 
of the nation's largest pharmaceutical com-
panies, he has never forgotten the private 
university which encouraged his own 
achievement. His generous support of the 
University of Richmond enables the Ameri-
can free enterprise system, which fostered 
his own success, to flourish. "What it (the 
university) has meant to him is totally in-
spiring," says F. Carlyle Tiller , R '48 , H'76 , 
general chairman of the Our Time in His-
tory campaign. "To hear him present the 
case for the university is like a poem. " 
It took E. Claiborne Robins' dream for 
the university, supported by the Robins 
family gift in 1969, to generate the Our 
Time in History development campaign. 
But it took a cast of thousands-volunteers, 
board members, alumni, faculty, staff and 
students-to successfully achieve the $30 
million Phase I goal, which set national rec-
ords in the race to the finish line-one year 
ahead of schedule. 
For a school whose largest fund-raising 
campaign was a $1.5 million drive to raise 
funds for the Modlin Fine Arts Center in 
1964, the accomplishment is "little short of 
phenomenal," says the Richmond News 
Leader, applauding the end of the 
campaign. 
While others may have questioned the 
university 's audac ity both Lewis Booker, 
President E. Bruce Heilman surveys "Our 
Time in History" landmarks. 
Our Time 
in History 
Part I by Susan Grayson 
R'50, rector of the board of trustees, and 
Tiller report they had confidence in the 
campaign from the beginning. On the basis 
of two individuals-E. Claiborne Robins 
and Dr. E. Bruce Heilman-they believed it 
would succeed. Nevertheless , "without the 
other factors of the Robins gift, Bruce Heil-
man's energy and Jerry Quigg, we might 
not have attained the goal," says Booker. 
"It could have been a different story." 
In a gamble for greatness, spurred on by 
President Heilman and Claiborne Robins, 
the university launched the first phase of the 
Our Time in History program in 1972. The 
ambitious I 0-year development effort called 
for $30 million in the first five years to 
expand and improve physical facilities and 
$20 million in the second phase to seek 
funds for endowment, scholarships, profes-
sorships and other additions to the aca-
demic curriculum. 
The plan received approval from the uni-
versity's board of trustees during a week-
end retreat at Airlie Farms in Warrenton, 
Ya., in October I 972. Board members over-
whelmingly committed themselves to the 
project, pledging to contribute $5 million or 
one-tenth of the necessary funds to make 
the University of Richmond "one of the 
best small private universities in the na-
tion." 
Next, came a vote of confidence from 
University of Richmond faculty and staff. 
Setting a national fund-raising record they 
conducted the largest faculty and staff 
campaign per capita of any university in the 
country, topping the original goal of 
$450,000 by more than $68,000. 
The campaign turned the corner, though , 
in the Initial Gifts phase, when the first 27 
gifts received from corporations averaged 
$107,000. It was this kind of support that 
signaled the probable success of the 
campaign. "They agreed with the need," 
says Tiller. "We set high sights and the gifts 
came through in substantial amounts." 
The 1973 Greater Richmond Campaign, 
designed to make the Richmond commu-
nity sit up and take notice, gave volunteers 
something to cheer about. In three weeks, 
2500 participants worked day and night to 
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raise $5.6 million and gain the support of 
the Richmond area. 
In its spectacular moments, the university 
received four $1 million gifts, including an 
anonymous one delivered to President Heil-
man by courier. Equally significant were 
other contributions. Morton Thalhimer Jr. , 
a member of the university's board of asso-
ciates and president of Neighborhood 
Theatres, Inc., for instance, arranged to 
show the 12-minute university movie thou-
sands of times around the country-from 
New York to Florida. 
Large gifts from individuals and corpora-
tions made the total dollars leap towards 
the $30 million goal. However, small dona-
nations contributed greatly to underwriting 
the success of the Our Time in History 
campaign. Though national statistics show 
that Southerners generally earn less than 
their Northern or Western counterparts, 
they generously support education. Of ev-
ery $ l000 earned, Southerners give $12.10, 
compared to $10.93 donated to educational 
causes by people living elsewhere. 
Everybody gave . National statistics in-
dicate that the old gave more than the 
young, married persons more than singles, 
small town folks more than city dwellers 
and the religious more than the non-
religious. Donors to the University of Rich-
mond ranged in age from two weeks to 95 
years. They dug deep into their pockets to 
aid the university-over I 8,785 alumni and 
alumnae contributed a combined total, in-
cluding the Robins family gift and trustee 
gifts, of $17.4 million toward the $30 million 
goal. 
"I think the greatest investment in the 
world is education. That is why I feel so 
many alumni have responded as generously 
as they have and will continue to do so in 
the future ," said E. Claiborne Robins in a 
1975 UR Magazine interview. "There is 
no place they can put their money that will 
give the kind of investment return that edu-
cation will." 
Americans not only donate dollars but 
their valued time as well. Last year alone, 
they contributed six billion hours worth an 
estimated $29 billion to philanthropic 
11The greatest investment in the world is education. That is 
why I feel so many alumni have responded as generously 
as they have and will continue to do so in the future." 
Earl Hamner, R'44, and creator of the 
television series "The Wal tons," received 
honorary degree at Greater Richmond 
Campaign Kickoff. March 23, 1974. 
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causes. The University of Richmond volun-
teer has been no exception. 
"The Richmond alumnus will hang in 
there with you through thick and thin," 
observes H. Gerald Quigg, vice president 
for university relations and engineer of the 
campaign since its inception. Both Jerry 
Quigg and Chris Withers, director of devel-
opment, agree that they have never before 
experienced the type of leadership that 
marked this campaign-where major do-
nors made calls. 
"I've called upon many members of the 
board to help," says Booker, who devotes 
two to three days a month to the university, 
"and I've yet to meet someone who turned 
me down flat." 
F . Carlyle Tiller, president and chief ex-
ecutive officer of Wheat First Securities, 
Inc., estimates he has pleaded the univer-
sity's cause in over 150 corporate and per-
sonal interviews during the last four years. 
In addition, he has spent countless Satur-
day mornings and has travelled up and 
down the East Coast talking with alumni. 
One of the ingredients for success was 
that "the best people were picked," says 
Tiller, naming such chief lieutenants as gen-
eral vice chairmen William 8. Thalhimer Jr. 
and Warren M. Pace, R'43, Greater Rich-
mond Campaign Chairman Kenneth L. 
Roberts, and vice chairman William 8. 
Graham, R'43, Special Projects Chairman 
Robert L. Gordon Jr., former university 
Rector Robert T. Marsh Jr., R'22, univer-
sity Chancellor Dr. George M. Modlin and 
National Division chairmen Richard H. 
Guilford, R'54, and Mrs. R. McLean 
(Toni) Whittet Jr., W'41. 
Quigg, reflecting why the campaign was 
successful, thinks two factors motivated 
alumni to contribute their time and money. 
First, "most Richmond alumni believe they 
received a good education," he says. "I hear 
them comment that 'Coach Pitt molded my 
character' or 'Professor Pierce in the chem-
istry department helped me get into medical 
school.' By giving a gift, they share that 
experience." 
And secondly, he says, Richmond alumni 
sensed that the university is on the move. 
Speakers at Greater Richmond Campaign 
events included former POW Lt. Comdr. 
Paul Galanti (top), pictured with his wife, 
Phyllis, a member of the university's Board 
ofAssociates, and Supreme Court Justice 
Lewis Powell ( bottom), seated next to 
university Rector Lewis Booker. 
At the annual garden party, President and 
Mrs. Heilman greet members of the Rector's 
Club, which in five years has grown from 19 
to 200 members. William C. Farmer, 8'50, 
chaired the highly successful I 974 
Nationwide Telethon. 
Former Rector Robert T. Marsh Jr., R '22, 
President Heilman and E. Claiborne Robins 
(top ) meet ajier the university's Board of 
Trustees approves campaign plan at Airlie 
Farms. F. Carlyle Tiller , R'48, H'76, 
( bottom leji) is select ed general chairman. 
President Heilman, Jerry Quigg and Carlyle 
Tiller (middle) announce on December4 , 
1974, that campaign has reached halfway 
mark. Former Rector Marsh, UR supporter 
Mrs. E. R. Patterson and Chancellor George 
M. Modlin meet with President Heilman. 
Sp.-.;11/ PrOJf'dS 
Gr1~1i,>r RKhmond 
National Olvislot! 
They eagerly support a cause that is suc-
ceeding. 
Though the campaign was an unqualified 
success, it was by no means free of ob-
stacles. Some of the 42 area campaigns, 
touching alumni all over the country, suf-
fered from small turnouts and disinterested 
alumni. Other gatherings experienced large 
turnouts. A New York City gathering 
boasted 60 alumni, while 120 Roanoke 
alumni demonstrated their support of the 
university. 
The Greater Richmond Campaign unfor-
tunately coincided with the storm of con-
troversy that erupted over the choice of a 
new university athletic director. When for-
mer football coach Frank Jones was not 
selected, many alumni vocalized their disap-
pointment and threatened to withdraw their 
support of the university. However, Tiller 
believes the reaction was more vocal than 
substantial and the majority of alumni con-
tinued to support the university. The new 
athletic director , the late Clyde Biggers, 
says Booker, did a tremendous job of turn-
ing around disenchanted alumni. 
Low points in the campaign were quickly 
overshadowed by the highlights and the fi-
nal victory-finishing one year ahead of 
schedule and overshooting the $30 million 
goal by $500,000. 
The campaign had an explosive record-
breaking grand finale. December 1976 went 
on record as the biggest month in university 
history: more than $ I million poured into 
campaign coffers-938 gifts were received, 
which nearly matched the I 194 of the pre-
vious five months. In annual giving, alumni 
came close to tying their previous five-
month mark with 600 gifts, missing by only 
four; and the Rector's Club, composed of 
$1000 donors, added 31 new members to a 
group that has grown from 19 in 1971 to 
over 200 in 1976. 
Our Time in History credits list volun-
teers, donors, members of the board of 
trustees and associates, faculty and staff . 
Even students pitched in to raise $ I 1,904 
for a scholarship in memory of Stephen 
Kessler, a Richmond College student who 
died of leukemia. Because of their per-
President Heilman presented university 
chairs for distinguished service to City 
Campaign chairman Kenneth Roberts and 
Carlyle Tiller (top}. A. W. "Skee" Goode 
chaired 1974-75 Annual Giving Fund Drive 
( top right). Ajier $50 million campaign was 
launched, the university received national 
attention when President Heilman made an 
appearance on the "Today Show." 
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Dr. Frank Leftwich (top), who is a recipient 
ofa distinguished educator award, a 
$450,000 endowed fund resulting from the 
campaign, oversees construction of$8 
million Science Center. 
Richmond Mayor Thomas Bliley ( bottom, 
seated right) proclaimed March 14, 1973, as 
University of Richmond Day. With him was 
Ken Roberts. 
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sistence, top entertainer Bob Hope lent his 
talents to last year's benefit performance at 
the Robins Center. 
Because of the drive and involvement of 
over I 0,000 volunteers, the Our Time in 
History campaign prospered. In four short 
years, it awakened a "sleepy Southern Bap-
tist school" to its mission of becoming a 
giant in education. 
Roads studded with lampposts wind 
through the campus, glittering with new 
and renovated buildings-a total of $42 
million in physical plant improvements. A 
$4.4 million addition has been added to 
Boatwright Library and the existing struc-
ture has been renovated. A Learning Re-, 
sources Center, complete with closed-cir-
cuit television studios, brings the university 
into the 21st century. A new $4.5 million 
University Commons, teeming with student 
activities, replaces the 'old slop shop,' 
which had seating for only 30 students. An 
$8 million Science Center is scheduled for 
completion in January 1978 . Dormitories 
now have carpeting and air-conditioning 
and students attend classes in well-lit rooms 
brightened with fresh coats of paint and 
more modern equipment. 
The host of improvements have students 
clamoring to enter the university. Because 
of the unprecedented demand, admissions 
closed in February last year. This year, ap-
plications were up 13% at Richmond Col-
lege and 23% at Westhampton College. 
The Our Time in History campaign has 
produced a powerful combination that has 
changed the shape of things to come at the 
University of Richmond. Results are as 
much intangible as they are tangible. Every-
one who contributed in some way to the 
campaign shared the dream of E. Claiborne 
Robins. "The greatest thrill," says Tiller, 
"is to walk through the University Com-
mons and the library, see the interest of the 
students and realize what this means to 
them." 
The Our Time in History campaign has 
worked its miracles, in the spirit E. Clai-
borne Robins envisioned. The dream has 
been captured. 
Every day students are reaping benefits from 
the successful completion of the campaign for 
$JO million. The spacious $4. 7 million 
University Commons, which opened last 
year, has quickly become the center for 
student activities. Because of the $4.4 million 
building and renovating project, students and 
faculty are finding greater resources for 
researching and teaching amidst Boatwright 
Library's expanded facilities , which include 
the multi-media Learning Resources Center . 
You and I have 
Simply Got to Stop 
Meeting this Way by Richard J. Dunsing 
I USED TO PONDER the meaning of the ex-
pression, "Nero fiddled while Rome 
burned." Now, after twenty years of man-
aging and helping others manage, I have a 
good idea. 
Nero was in a meeting . 
Instead of rallying their energies to put 
out the fire, Nero and his staff chose to 
gather around a table and follow a meeting 
agenda planned several days before the fire 
started. True, the fire was a more pressing 
topic-but in the way of bureaucrats then 
and now, the agenda could not be changed. 
They turned their attention to such mat-
ters as: The tax problem. The tardiness of 
underlings. What time wine break was. The 
disrespectful, even surly attitudes of young 
people. A new organization chart for city 
services, including fire control. 
At the end of the six-hour staff meeting, 
two people had stomach cramps and three 
more had stiff knees from being in the same 
position for so long. Although the wine 
break had been held, none of the other 
agenda items was resolved. All the items 
under "old business" were either taken un-
der advisement or consigned to a sub-
committee for further study. Under "new 
business," three members were assigned to 
study the growing red glow in the sky and 
given instructions to report back in two 
weeks at the next regularly scheduled staff 
meeting. Because the chariots were already 
waiting at the gate, the group voted against 
studying the steadily increasing odor of 
smoke in the air or the mounting piles of 
ash that drifted through the doors and win-
dows. A feeling of deja vu? 
What kind of meetings? 
Meetings come in all shapes and sizes, 
from the monstrosity called a political con-
vention to a quick huddle in an office hall-
way. Here, we will be concerned with small 
working meetings-with groups that have a 
job to do requiring the energy, com-
mitment, and talents of those who partici-
pate. Such groups want to get some kind of 
result out of their time together: such as 
solving problems, setting goals or priorities, 
or simply defining with each other some 
mutual needs and fears and hopes. At its 
best, such a group knows what it is about, 
knows and utilizes the strengths of individ-
ual members, and openly shares their emo-
tional and intellectual selves. In doing so, 
they feel good about themselves and their 
efforts because they get visible results. 
The working meeting rarely consists of 
more than 8 or 10 people. Unfortunately, 
however, in the name of "participative" 
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management or in line with a tradition of 
"touching base with everyone," some 
groups that are supposed to be working 
groups grow to assemblies of 20, 30, or even 
40 people. But though they're billed as 
"working" meetings, their size alone makes 
them barely able to function at all. 
Meetings as reflections of organizational val-
ues. 
Every meeting is a microcosm, a con-
densed version of the values and style of the 
organization. If the meeting leader is also 
the boss, the relationships in the meeting 
will be those he permits or encourages, the 
tone and style like his own everyday style, 
its sense of organization like his, too. Re-
gardless of his pledges and promises, his 
pep talks and slogans, every member of the 
meeting can "read" the boss's behavior and 
will act accordingly. More than anything 
else, the boss is a model whom his people 
emulate-at least in his presence. 
If the meeting leader is not the boss, he or 
she tends to use the prevailing norms and 
attitudes of officials in the organization. Be-
cause of this tendency, a pattern develops in 
meetings throughout the organization, 
from those at the highest echelon to those at 
the first-line level of supervision. 
In working toward a change for the bet-
ter, then, meetings defy separate treatment 
because they are all contaminated by the 
organization's basic values and styles. They 
cannot, for example, force motion onto an 
organization in which the over-riding pur-
pose is to preserve in perpetuity jobs, status, 
and the world in general as they are. Meet-
ings are only a single instrument of the total 
organization. 
Complaints about meetings 
A tremendous ripple effect is caused by 
holding large numbers of meetings with 
little result. To be sure, meetings are costly 
in terms of the time and salaries of partici-
pants. But the ripple costs go much farther. 
A major additional cost lies in having man-
agers unavailable where the action is going 
on. Tying key people up (or down) in meet-
ings becomes quite costly when others (be-
low, above, or alongside them) are unable 
to reach them. People outside the organiza-
tion, too, are blocked from engaging the 
ti me and talents of the professional "meet-
ing goers." 
- Another major cost lies in the effect meet-
ings have on the quality of life of the indi-
vidual at the meeting. Meetings inevitably 
either add something to a person's life or 
take something away. For most people , un-
fortunately, meetings take something away. 
When the meeting is over, there are rarely 
any "good" feelings (except relief that it is 
over). 
T/11, ripple of no11activity 
After the meeting , a tired manager re-
turns -lo his office. He finds a pile of things 
in his in-basket, a stack of call-back slips , 
and a line of people who say things like, 
"Got to catch you for just a minute." 
The manager becomes angry because he 
knows all these need attention, and he can't 
do justice to any of them. Least appealing is 
the stack of call-backs, because when he 
returns the calls he may very well hear, ' Tm 
sorry, he's not available-he's in a meet-
ing." 
If the manager has job insecurities, this 
series of events will reassure him because he 
knows that tomorrow he can start it all over 
again-earning money by filling time and 
never ever running out of anything to do. 
When you accept poor meetings as a fact 
of life, you are in collusion with many oth-
ers doing the same thing. In effect, you are 
aiding and abetting them in clogging the 
system and in eroding the quality of work-
ing life. Managing means changing things 
that aren't what they need to be . Surpris-
ingly often, it is merely the management of 
the obvious. 
Altemarices ro holding a meeting 
A manager is often defined as someone 
who gets results through other people. 
There are several media through which the 
manager can influence those others-
whether they are above him, below him or 
alongside him. Meetings are only one of 
several communication vehicles that in-
clude statistical data and reports ; memos, 
letters, and other forms of the written word ; 
telephone conversations; meetings; and 
face-to-face conversation with one individ-
ual. 
While all of the above may be used to 
influence a group of people, only in the 
meeting are the members of that group 
brought together in the same room at the 
same time. The dynamics of a meeting dis-
tinguish it from all the others. But the meet-
ing has both advantages and disadvantages; 
it is not always the right answer to a com-
munication or "need-to-influence" prob-
lem. Part of the solution to a "meeting 
problem," then, is an understanding of the 
alternatives available to the manager. 
Each is most preferable under certain cir-
cumstances, though, oddly enough, the cir-
cumstances and the alternative are often 
mismatched. Say that in a particular cir-
cumstance, the intensity of human contact 
becomes paramount. In such a case, the ap-
propriate medium would be the one listed 
/a.11 above (the list is in the order of least 
to greatest contact). 
Reports and memos are ways of manag-
ing at arm's length. While they have acer-
tain tangible, even scientific character at 
times, they are by nature one-way streets. 
Arriving at the receiver 's desk, they are left 
solely to his or her interpretation. (Indeed, 
some informal meetings are convened sim-
ply to share various interpretations of the 
boss's latest memo.) 
Communication of certain kinds of infor-
mation-the complex or lengthy, for ex-
ample-demand written treatment. This 
treatment is most effective, however , when 
followed periodically by person-to-person 
contact. The telephone is often the only 
practical way to achieve such contact, par-
ticularly when receivers are out of town. 
Phone contact has the advantage of being 
two-way, allowing for give and take , ques-
tions and answers. It also allows for the 
sharing of subtle signals "sent" by vocal 
tones and inflections. What it lacks, of 
course, is the ability to transmit the facial 
and body language that always accom-
panies oral exchanges. 
The most intense-and therefore some-
times most effective way to communicate-
is face to face with one person at a time . 
This is best accomplished in an office with 
the door closed or somewhere else that's 
reasonably quiet and uninterruptable. Such 
a setting facilitates communication on both 
the rational and the feeling level. Of course, 
this method has some disadvantages. Such 
sessions require time, for example, and lots 
of it. The manager must postpone a number 
of managerial activities to give first priority 
to this personal contact. 
There is yet another kind of dis-
advantage-or risk, if you will-in using 
person-to-person contact or the small meet-
ing. It entails being reachable , vulnerable , 
and challengeable (unless , of course , the 
manager hides behind a lot of structure and 
formality). 
It's obvious , then, that when the manager 
decides to call a meeting (or to continue 
with a regularly scheduled one) , he is mak-
ing a choice . Ifhe understands the purpose 
of the meetings, the talents of the people 
involved, and his own management style, he 
may make sound choices of when to hold 
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and when not to hold a meeting. If he 
doesn't understand all of that, he may well 
make the wrong choices-and find himself 
trapped in a series of painful meetings that 
don 't get off the ground. 
Let's 1101 have one at all 1 
So the easiest answer to the problem, 
"You and I Have Simply Got to Stop Meet-
ing This Way," could well be just to stop-
not to have one at all. You win some, you 
lose some, and some are rained out. And 
some are never scheduled! 
Cancelling meetings doesn't solve every-
thing , however. If the manager means to 
manage, then he must conduct the business 
of his operation in some other way. He 
must do more memo writing, have more 
personal contact, get on the phone more 
often. And if his competence is also under-
developed in these areas , he is truly in a 
dilemma . Avoiding a bad meeting won't 
mean much if it is replaced by a bad one-to-
one session with a key subordinate . 
The meeting leader can try another way 
to avoid a bad meeting: He may call it and 
yet not run it. He may choose to delegate its 
leadership to a subordinate or associate 
who has shown some promise in group 
leadership. Before the meeting , he can help 
clarify goals of the meeting with his sub-
stitute, explain the limits he is to work 
within, and then let him have it. In or-
ganizations where authoritarianism is a big 
hang-up, this approach may be successful 
simply because "the big cheese" is not there 
inhibiting the action. This works-if the big 
cheese's ego can take it. 
And so, on our meeting decision-tree , we 
have come to Junction Number One, and 
the choice may be to choose nonmeeting 
routes. You may decide to conduct your 
business in some other way-and meet not 
at all or infrequently. If you are a meeting 
participant and not calling the meeting, you 
may approach the leader with some of these 
options and try to negotiate more effective 
ways to get on with things. 
Richard J. Dunsing , associate professor of 
organi::ation development and program man-
ager /<Jr the Institute of Business and Com-
111w1ity Decelop111ent, works with business 
leaders. The foregoing article is excerpted 
from his book, You and I Have Simply Got 
to Stop Meeting This Way , published this 
spring. Reprint ed by permission of the pub-
lisher fro111 Supervisory Management , Sep-
tember I 976. © I 976, by AM ACOM, a divi-
sion of American Management Associations. 
"A ny talk about solar energy is really beyond 
this century. We need to concentrate more on 
our f ossil fu els." 
The Nation's 
Crisis in 
Conservation 
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by Constance Semple 
You FORSAKE THE ELEGANCE of the dining 
room for the kitchen, warmed by the stove 
where you have just prepared dinner. 
Wrapped in sweaters and wool socks you 
peer out the window, clouded by your 
breath that has condensed on the glass . The 
ground glistens from the hardened snow 
that refuses to melt. 
It has been a cold winter. From Maine to 
Florida, Americans , spoiled by a more tem-
perate climate , are experiencing the cruelty 
of nature. 
The gas rationing we experienced two 
years ago put strains on our pocketbooks 
and curbed our vacations, but the lessons 
learned were quickly forgotten. Now, per-
haps the reality of limited energy will wake 
us up, and , perhaps, we will realize that 
conservation is here to stay. 
To many observers , however, much of 
our present energy crisis has been the result 
of federal mismanagement. The govern-
ment's sluggishness to make a national en-
ergy policy has confused American industry 
to the point where it is uncertain about 
what energy sources to develop . 
Americans have been patient and have 
admirably withstood the lack of federal di-
rection, but a solution and a plan which will 
keep this nation free must be reached to 
curb our overemphasis on imports . 
Charles A. Mink , an alumnus of the Uni-
versity of Richmond and general manager 
of Phillips Petroleum Europe-Africa, is in a 
particularly objective position to view the 
perils of our energy policies. "The U.S. 
government is not establishing a firm energy 
policy . Everyone , including the oil com-
panies, moves along warily waiting for a 
policy to be set," he says. We simply do not 
want to make vast commitments to re-
search, he maintains , when oil prices are 
under control and impede our development 
of a I tern ate sources. 
Phillips Petroleum in its 1975 Annual Re-
port stated that "1975 was a year of lost 
opportunities in the development of a uni-
fied national energy policy. The temporary 
downturn in energy demand plus the ready 
availability of imported oil (approximately 
one-third), in effect, provided a breathing 
space in which to formulate major energy 
goals. But regression rather than progress 
was the dominant theme of energy legisla-
tion." 
More than a year later, the picture re-
mains largely the same , since the Energy 
Policy and Conservation Act, passed in late 
1975, placed all U.S. oil production under 
price controls until 1978. "The new law ," 
the Phillips report goes on to say , "is at best 
a temporary setback for domestic energy 
development and a further step toward 
more reliance on overseas oil supplies." 
"The source of oil in Saudi Arabia, " says 
Mink, "is reasonably secure. The new de-
velopment of oil from the North Sea will 
not remotely solve the problem." While the 
Middle East produced approximately 55 
percent of the world's oil supply, the North 
Sea developed only 3.8 percent. "It is only a 
drop in the bucket," he says. 
Two years ago, Phillips began shipments 
of its Norwegian North Sea oil to the com-
pany 's U.S. oil refineries . During the latter 
half of 1975, they processed an average of 
16,900 barrels of North Sea oil daily. 
Mink, who has been based in London for 
the past 12 years, is very much concerned 
with the success of oil drilling in the North 
Sea . Research into unknown territories al-
ways brings with it risks where drilling is 
oftentimes more difficult and costly. 
In 1975, Phillips Petroleum explored 76 
wells in the United States. Of the net wells, 
5 produced oil, 6 showed gas and gas con-
densate and 33 were dry holes. Equipment 
and material costs associated with finding 
and developing new reserves climbed stead-
ily higher and more rapidly than the general 
inAation rate. 
Attempting to anticipate new trends and 
legislation, Phillips has striven to find and 
utilize alternate energy sources, particularly 
coal , uranium and geothermal. " Coal, for 
instance . We have enough coal reserves to 
last 300 to 500 years, " says Mink. 
But, "we need the government to outline 
a policy for us, whatever it is," he says , 
"we ' ll go after it. Even nuclear ." Nuclear 
power is here to stay, he contends , but 
people are concerned about what it will do 
to the enviroment. Environmentalists have 
been lurking around the Alaskan pipeline 
for years and it is no different in other 
frontier areas. "And any talk about solar 
energy is really beyond this century, " he 
says, "We need to concentrate more on our 
fossil fuels. " 
Not all of the current dilemma can be 
blamed on either the government or the 
consumer. "In the past," says Mink, "oil 
companies have been secretive about what 
we have done . Because we didn't talk then, 
people think we must have something to 
hide ." 
While the oil companies are changing 
their attitudes, Mink suggests that we ex-
amine how the British have mismanaged 
themselves and learn a few lessons. 
The Western world must now go back 
and adjust its outlook on energy, one of the 
foundations on which our economy rests 
which is ironically outside of our control. 
Since 1973 the OPEC countries have taken 
over control of these decisions . 
Some believe the problem of finding al-
ternative sources of energy to be the central 
issue. But other experts say that oil , our 
basic energy source , is not likely to experi-
ence a real shortage until the latter half of 
the next century . The development of coal 
and natural gas reserves is also possible , if 
we are prepared to invest enough money . 
Economics is the scientists' term for a 
complicated study of monies and markets . 
But when translated into the language of 
the '70s, Americans know it in its simplest 
terms-inAation and conservation. 
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Charles Mink, R ·54 and general manager of 
Phillips Petroleum Europe-Afri ca, analyzes 
energy sources. 
Sports 
From the dugout. Watch the University of 
Richm ond home baseball games at Pitt 
Field as the Spiders compete with the Uni-
versity of Virginia , Apr. I ; Old Dominion 
Uni versit y, double -header, Apr. 2; George 
Washin gton Uni versity , Apr. 8; YMI, Apr. 
15; William and Mary , double-header , A pr. 
18; Virginia Tech , double-header , Apr. 19. 
All double-headers begin at 2 pm and single 
games at 1 :30 pm . For further information 
call the Robins Ce nter: 804 285-6360 . 
Lectures 
Afro-American. Dr. Herbert G . Gutman , 
Visiting Harrison Professor of History at 
William and Mar y, former chairman of the 
histor y dep artment at City University of 
New York , and author of The Black Family 
in S laver_\' and Freedom: 1750-/ 925, will 
speak on "The Afro-American Slave Fam-
ily: What Sustained It~" on April 4 at 4 pm 
in Keller Hall Reception Room. For fur-
ther information call Dr. Harry Ward : 
804/ 285-6391. 
Justice . Tom C. Clark , U.S. Supreme Court 
Associate Justic e, 1949-1967, will guest lec-
ture for the T.C. Williams Law School 
Speakers Committ ee on April 6 at 8 pm in 
the Multipurpo se Room of the University 
The 
Spider's 
Web 
Commons. For further information call 
Robert Flax: 804/ 285-6336. 
Religion. Dr. Leonard I. Sweet , minister at 
Dineseo United Methodist Church of Di-
neseo, N.Y., teacher at Colgate Rochester 
University and Colgate Rochester Semi-
nary, and author of Black /n1ages in Amer-
ica: 1784-1870, will speak on "Manifest 
Destiny and Destiny Manifest: Religion on 
the American Historical Landscape " on 
April 20 at 7:30 pm. Lecture hall to be 
announced . For further information call 
Dr. Emory Bogle: 804/ 285-6269. 
Seminars 
University of Richmond's Institute for 
Business and Community Development an-
nounces four business-oriented seminars . 
For further information contact the In-
stitute for Business and Community Devel-
opment , 601 N. Lombardy St., Richmond, 
Ya. 23220, or call: 804/ 358-8401. 
Winning with Customers presented by Dru 
Scott of Scott Associates , March 21-22. A 
two-day workshop concentrates on the use 
of behavioral science techniques (including 
Transactional Analysis) to learn customers ' 
wants , motivations and objections, along 
with ways to motivate and improve em-
ployee performance. The fee per person is 
$250 and payment should be made before 
the day of the seminar. 
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Life Enrichment in the Workplace presented 
by Dr. M. Scott Myers , organization devel-
opment consultant, March 23-24. Designed 
for managers, training directors, personnel 
directors and those concerned with man-
power development , the seminar explores 
ways to commit employees toward goals 
and increased productivity. The fee per per-
son is $250 and payment should be made 
before the day of the seminar. 
Important Trends in Compensation pre-
sented by Dr. M. Scott Myers , March 25. 
The seminar reviews historical com-
pensation practices including pay levels 
through job evaluation, administering merit 
pay and bonuses, profit sharing and an 
analysis of compensation practices related 
to the changing needs and values of em-
ployees. The fee per person is $75 and pay-
ment should be made before the day of the 
seminar. 
Women and Management presented by Dru 
Scott Associates , Inc. , May 23. Focusing on 
the new roles of working women , partici-
pants will identify professional and voca-
tional strengths and relate them to their 
organizations. Women will learn to change 
personal and cultural conditioning which 
hampers managerial effectiveness. The fee 
per person is $225 and payment should be 
made before the day of the seminar. 
Music 
Concerts. The University Choir and Schola 
Cantorum will perform selections for their 
European tour in a spring concert April 17 
at 4 pm in Cannon Chapel. Claudia Ste-
vens, acting director of the choir, conducts. 
The University Orchestra with conductor 
Alan Stein appears in concert April 20 at 
8:15 pm in Camp Theater. For further in-
formation , call the music department: 
804/ 285-6334. 
Guest artists and lectures. Dr. G. Jane Wil-
kinson , of the University of Virginia, lec-
tures on "Borrowed Materials in the Berg 
Violin Concerto " on March 24 at 4:30 pm 
in Keller Hall. Guest artist Laura Park, 
violin, accompanied by faculty artist Diane 
Rivera, piano , perform April 11 at 8: 15 pm 
in Keller Hall. Guest artists Philip Lewis, 
violin, and Jungshin Lim Lewis, cello, ac-
companied by faculty artist Richard 
Becker, piano, perform in concert April 19 
at 8: 15 pm in Keller Hall. For further infor-
mation, call the music department: 
804 /285 -6334. 
Recitals. Student and faculty recitals spon-
sored by the University of Richmond Music 
Department include a senior recital by Da-
vid Woolard , organ, Feb. 21 at 8: 15 pm in 
Cannon Chapel; a master 's recital by 
Sherry Griffith, organ, March 18 at 8: 15 pm 
in Cannon Chapel; a senior recital by 
Kathy Kessler, soprano, March 20 at 4 pm 
in Camp Theater ; a master's recital by 
Hope Erb, piano, April 4 at 8: 15 pm in 
Keller Hall; a student recital by Anne Og-
lesby , soprano, April 8 at 8: 15 pm in Can-
non Chapel; a senior recital by Deborah 
Wood , soprano, April 15 at 8:15 pm in 
Cannon Chapel; University Symphonic 
Wind Ensemble, David Graves, conductor, 
April 21 at 8:15 pm in Camp Theater. For 
further information , call the music depart-
ment: 804/285-6334. 
Travel 
Alumni tours. University of Richmond 
alumni will journey to the Swiss Alps on a 
tour of Switzerland, June 13-20. Pineapples 
and papayas will greet alumni travelers on 
the Hawaii tour, July 20-27, while shut-
terbugs can take advantage of a photo-
graphic African safari, October 2-13, which 
includes stops in Nairobi, Kenya, Mt. Kila-
manjaro and Tanzania. All flights leave 
from Dulles International Airport. Costs 
for the Switzerland trip are $419 plus 15% 
tax and service charges; Hawaii, $419 plus 
15% tax and service charges; and Africa, 
$799 plus 15% tax and service charges. 
Alumni interested in touring with the uni-
versity should confirm their reservations 
during the first six weeks of the tour offer-
ing. Following that time, reservations are 
opened to contributing associates of the 
university and alumni on a first-come, first-
serve basis . For more information about 
UR alumni tours contact Louis M. Mark-
with. director of alumni affairs, University 
of Richmond, Ya. 23173: 804/285-6281. 
The Arts 
Abstract wall paintings by Claude Goodwin, 
a graduate student at Virginia Common-
wealth University, will be on display April I 
through 12 in Marsh Gallery I, Modlin 
Fine Arts Center. 
The Spring Arts Festival will include a stu-
dent show on exhibition April 13 through 
30 in Marsh Gallery I and II, Modlin Fine 
Arts Center. 
University events 
Alumni/ae Weekend. The campus plays 
host to alumni and alumnae on April 22-23. 
Alumnae College, which includes a pro-
gram of speakers, begins Friday morning 
followed by a luncheon. After School of 
Business Administration alumni breakfast 
in the Dry Dock of University Commons 
and Richmond College alumni in a place to 
be announced Saturday at 8 am, alumni 
athletes compete in a golf tournament at I 0 
am and a mixed-doubles tennis tournament 
at 2 pm. Westhampton alumnae hold a gen-
eral meeting in Keller Hall at 11 am and 
conclude with a luncheon beginning at 
12:30 pm. Saturday evening The Boat-
wright Society meets for dinner in the 
Robins Center with guest speaker Guy Fri-
dell on "A Generation of Giants," and re-
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union classes gather at various Richmond 
locations. A worship service on Sunday at 
11 am in Cannon Chapel completes the 
weekend. For more information call the 
Alumni office: 804/285-6281. 
Law Weekend. Graduates of the T.C. Wil-
liams School of Law will compete in golf 
and tennis tournaments during Law Week-
end, March 25-26. The General Association 
will host a Saturday morning coffee hour 
and a dinner-dance for all alumni and stu-
dents at Salisbury Country Club on Satur-
day evening. For further information call 
the Alumni Office: 804/ 285-628 I. 
Theatre 
A Sign of Relief or The Happiest of the 
Three. This French farce concludes the 
Players 1976-77 season. Written by French 
playwright Labiche about 1870, it is based 
on incredible coincidences. William 
Lockey, assistant professor of speech com-
munication and theatre arts, who translated 
the light comedy from French, directs the 
production. The show runs Thursday 
through Saturday , April 14-16. Curtain 
time is 8: 15 pm in Camp Theater. For ticket 
information call the box office: 804/285-
6397. 
Hard Times 
for 
University Lake photography by Robert Llewellyn 
Signs warning of thin ice failed to deter 
adventuring students, who walked, glided and 
fished on University Lake. Frozen for several 
weeks to four and more inches, the glassy 
--........ - , -
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surface invited skaters, hockey players and 
scientific researchers. It also proved a 
convenient, but sometimes slippery, short-cut 
across campus. 
An endowed law school chair and grants for 
undergraduate research are university firsts. 
Around 
the 
Lake 
First endowed chair at T.C. Williams. The 
sons of the late George E. Allen, a Rich-
mond attorney who built a national reputa-
tion as a trial lawyer. have given $150,000 
to the University of Richmond to establish 
a law professorship in his memory. The 
George E. Allen Chair will be the first en-
dowed chair in the 105-year history of the 
T.C. Williams School of Law. 
Allen practiced in Virginia, first in Lu-
nenburg County and later in Richmond, for 
62 years before his death in 1972. Among 
many other honors, he received the first 
Award for Courageous Advocacy by the 
American College of Trial Lawyers in 1965. 
The award, the only one ever given by the 
ACTL until 1976, was presented to the 80-
year-old Allen for representing a black law 
student in a 1963 case in Prince Edward 
County, Ya., at a time when feelings were 
intense over the integration of public 
schools. 
The Allen sons, George Jr., Wilbur and 
Ashby. indicated in a letter to President E. 
Bruce Heilman that they hoped the gift 
would "inspire others to do likewise and 
create an atmosphere for even further suc-
cessful funding of the law school and the 
university, thus highlighting the importance 
of the university and the T.C. Williams 
School of Law in its service to the commu-
nity , the state and nation." One of the stip-
ulations of the gift was that "others would 
be encouraged to match the gift so that a 
minimum of $300,000 could be set aside to 
produce income to cover a significant part 
of a professor's salary at the University of 
Richmond." 
Grants fund undergraduate research. Six 
University of Richmond seniors received a 
total of $2,000 to pursue original research. 
The grants are the first in a new university 
program that encourages undergraduate 
students to propose and execute research 
projects. Students. with faculty approval, 
may apply for funds to conduct original 
research. 
The granting of funds to support under-
graduate research is unusual in the aca-
demic world, says Dr. Gresham Riley, dean 
of the faculty of arts and sciences. "How-
ever. we believe it is very beneficial for the 
students to learn how to identify unresolved 
problems and to apply known bodies of 
knowledge to their research." Only Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology and New 
College of the University of South Florida 
are known to have similar programs, ac-
cording to Dr. Riley . 
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Major fields of study which received 
funding are biology. chemistry. physics, 
music and psychology. Projects for the 
spring semester include research on enzyme 
activity in animals, which could lead to a 
better understanding of iron utilization in 
humans . and a study of J.S. Bach's Mass in 
B Minor and 11 older works to determine 
whether the composer's re-use of music 
shows evidence of creative musical varia-
tion or mere copying from earlier works. 
Heilman testifies before IRS. At an Internal 
Revenue Service public hearing January 7, 
President E. Bruce Heilman spoke against a 
controversial proposal to tax free tuition 
given children of private college employees. 
Representing the National Association of 
Independent Colleges and Universities, Dr. 
Heilman said the proposed regulation 
would make it more difficult to attract fac-
ulty and staff members. It would shift the 
cost of educating lower-salaried employees, 
who can't afford to send their children to 
private colleges , onto the government. The 
lowest income families , he said , would be 
hurt the most. "It would make it almost 
impossible for children of blacks and other 
minorities to move into the mainstream of 
educational opportunity at independent 
colleges." Dr. Heilman and Dr. Jerry L. 
Tarver, associate professor of speech com-
munications and theatre arts at the univer-
sity, who represented the Virginia Chapter 
of American Association of University Pro-
fessors, were among a number of educators 
and two members of the House of Repre-
sentatives tax-writing committee to assail 
the proposal at the hearing. Former Treas-
ury Secretary William E. Simon withdrew 
the I RS's plan to tax tuition remission pro-
grams on January 13. 
Firebugs travel to regional competition. The 
University of Richmond was chosen one of 
six colleges and universities from among 36 
entries in the Southeast region to compete 
in the regional finals of the Ninth Annual 
American College Theatre Festival at Wake 
Forest College. The University Players' 
production of The Firebugs, a morality play 
by Max Frisch set to music, was selected by 
judges for the regional festival. It was the 
first time the University Players had been 
chosen. Ten winners from the regional com-
petition will be selected to take part in the 
national festival at the Kennedy Center in 
Washington. 
The Festival is presented by the John F. 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 
and The Alliance for Arts Education, pro-
duced by the American Theatre Association 
and sponsored by AMOCO Oil Company . 
The judges of the American Theatre Associ-
ation look for "excellence of total produc-
tion: acting, directing , design and writing ." 
The Association hopes "to encourage new 
styles of theatrical presentation and new 
methods of staging, new approaches to the 
classics, new plays by young American 
writers , and revivals of important American 
plays of the past. " 
The Firebugs, presented at the university 
last November , is a graphic portrayal of 
how good men allow themselves to be cor-
rupted. The University of Richmond ver-
sion included an original score by music 
professor Alan Stein . It was directed by Dr. 
John Welsh, associate professor of speech 
and theatre arts and director of the Players. 
Spirited away. U.S . Senator Eugene 
McCarthy , Yance Packard and Robert 
Penn Warren were among the distinguished 
lecturers on campus to celebrate the univer-
sity's "Continuing American Revolution ." 
In a year-long kaleidoscope of events, noted 
poets such as Stanley Kunitz and Arthur 
Vogelsang, guests of the Boatwright-Tucker 
Festival, and controversial thinkers such as 
Kenneth Woodward, general editor of 
Newsweek, and philosopher Michael No-
vak presented their views. At the con-
cluding symposium last December, Yance 
Packard, social critic and author , U.S. Sen-
ator Eugene McCarthy , Hilton Kramer, art 
critic and news editor of the New York 
Times. and Gerald Peil, president and pub-
lisher of the Scientific American , visited the 
campus . 
A university film series emphasized 
American themes and the drama depart-
ment presented the works of four American 
playwrights. Among the more than 35 
courses focusing on "Continuing American 
Revolution" themes, four new offerings re-
ceived funding for the theme-year program, 
and are now permanent additions to the 
curriculum. Theme-year programs were 
made possible by grants of $2000 from the 
Shell Oil Foundation , $!000 from the LBJ 
Foundation, $3000 from the W. R. Grace 
Foundation and $1000 from the University 
of Richmond Alumni Association. Two 
grants, one for $2000 from the S&H Foun-
dation and one for $3500 from the Virginia 
Endowment for the Humanities and Public 
Policy, supported the final symposium. 
Professional degree offered . A new degree 
combining professional education with lib-
eral arts is offered through University Col-
lege beginning this semester. The bachelor 
of applied studies degree is designed to meet 
the same standards of excellence a s the 
other University of Richmond degrees , says 
Dr. Max Graeber, dean of University Col-
lege. "The degree is a result of a desire by 
the business and professional community to 
provide a high quality degree that enhances 
the employee 's opportunity to advance per-
sonally and professionally. " 
Most of the students who enroll in the 
degree program are employed full-ti me . 
The curriculum includes liberal arts courses 
in English , speech , mathematics , natural or 
social science , history , art , philo sophy and 
psychology. Of the 120 semester hours re-
quired for the degree , 45 are offered in the 
professional area . Areas of application in-
clude the legal assistance program , trans-
portation, public administration , real estate , 
banking, human resources, management 
and public relations. 
One of the strengths of the new degree , 
according to Dean Graeber , is th a t "panels 
of professionals , who are experts in their 
areas , advise the academic council on the 
course content and instructors. " The degree 
will be of particular interest , he says, " to 
individuals who have completed some col-
lege work toward a liberal art s degree , but 
who wish to include some profes sional 
areas in their course of study. 
Native son. Of the 11 social fraternities on 
campus , only one-Sigma Phi Epsilon-
claims the distinction of being a native son 
of the University of Richmond. It was on 
November I , 1901, that the national frater-
nity was founded on the old downtown 
campus. Feeling the need for an alternative 
to the other social fraternities on campus , 
12 undergraduates met in the old Ryland 
Hall and founded Sigma Phi Epsilon. A 
plaque on the gates to the former Univer-
sity of Richmond campus, located on Grace 
Street , commemorates the fraternity's place 
of origin. 
To celebrate the 75th anniversary , year-
long events culminated in a champagne re-
ception. Tom Hotchkiss, president of Sig 
Ep and senior at the School of Bu sine ss 
Administration, estimated that 120 to 140 
participants gathered for the October 31 
event, which included President E . Bruce 
Heilman as guest speaker. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon , in continuous exis-
tence since its founding , has the second 
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"Firebugs" compe tes in the American 
College Theatre Festival regional finals at 
Wak e Forest. 
Averaging 5000 spectators, Spider 
baske1ball set attendance records and broke 
1he 100,000 mark. 
Around the Lake 
largest number of chapters, 197, of any fra-
ternity nationwide. Its national headquar-
ters , in Richmond , were first established in 
1926 on the corner of Belvidere and Frank-
lin Streets. In 1967, it moved to a large 
brick house off Route 95 where the red 
front door , common among all chapters , 
exhibits one of the fraternity colors. Al-
though it has never had an actual fraternity 
house , as some did , the Richmond Chapter 
occupies a lodge , constructed in the early 
1950s. on Old Fraternity Row. 
Third in the nation. The T.C. Williams Law 
School moot court team recently captured 
third place in a nationwide contest spon-
sored by the National Moot Court Organi-
za tion . James F. Stutts, a third-year law 
student and captain of the three-man team, 
and third-year law students Hal ford Hayes 
and David Shreve , competed in finals held 
in New York City in December. Two teams 
from each region , totaling 24, competed 
during the semi-finals judged by New York 
State judges and lawyers. Supreme Court 
Justice Byron White and nine judges and 
lawye rs presided at the finals . The T .C. Wil-
liam s School of Law won in arguments 
against Boston University, the University 
of Maryland and the University of Miami, 
but lost to Duke University in the finals . 
Simultaneously, the University of Ten-
nessee won over the University of Dayton, 
followed by a decision over Duke, making 
Tennessee the over-all victor. T.C. Williams 
and the University of Dayton tied for third 
place. 
Short takes on sports. "We've played the 
toughest schedule of any team in the state 
of Virginia," said Coach Carl Slone . "We 
haven't been blown off the floor" in any of 
the games. In the Spider Classic the team 
beat Navy and George Washington Univer-
sity, and followed that performance with a 
third place win in the Richmond Times-Dis-
palch tournament including a victory over 
VCU and a loss by one point to Virginia 
Tech. High scorer and rebounder Jeff But-
ler and team captain Kevin Eastman have 
been the stars in a season, which has set an 
all -time a ttendance record . UR passed the 
100,000 mark in the Rhode Island game, an 
average of over 5,000 spectators, excluding 
students, for each home game. 
The wrestling team is "extremely good 
for the kind of competition we ' re going 
against," sa id Coach Don Pate . There are 
three All-Americans on the 10-man team , 
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"and they're performing like it," he said. 
Off to a good start , the team has set its 
sights on the national tournament in Okla-
homa . 
Making headway for the university swim 
team is Greg O'Brien. At the meet against 
East Carolina he set a new school record in 
the 200-yard backstroke. 
The Westhampton basketball team has a 
winning season so far, with 16 games sched-
uled before the state tournament in March. 
Coach Kathleen Rohaly explained that the 
team 's biggest disadvantage is height. Her 
tallest player is team captain Margaret 
Stender at 5'101/2''. Under its new coach , 
Peg Horan. the varsity swimming and div-
ing team , which has won the small college 
championships, anticipates a good season. 
Ti-ameny-net under investigation. Ancient 
Egyptian curses cannot thwart an in-
vestigation of the university's mummy, Ti-
ameny-net. A series of X-rays performed 
through the cooperation of Edward 
Baroody , R'54, and the Naval Surface 
Weapons Center in Indian Head, Md., have 
shed new light on the mummy's secrets . 
Analyzed by Dr. Lawrence Angel, head 
of physical anthropology at the Smithso-
nian Institution, the X-rays reveal that Ti-
ameny-net was between 30 and 40 years old 
at the time of death. Measuring 5'1'' tall, 
she was rather small for an Egyptian 
woman of the period 900 to 700 B.C. While 
the X-rays do not determine the cause of 
death , they do pinpoint the location of a 
number of objects in the mummy's wrap-
pings. Stuart Wheeler, classics instructor at 
the university, who is conducting the in-
vestigation, speculates they could be amu-
lets, which wealthy Egyptians buried with 
the dead to provide protection from the 
gods . One of the objects, Dr. Angel be-
lieves, could be a cottonball. If his hunch 
proves correct, the discovery would provide 
important data about products manufac-
tured by the ancient Egyptians . 
Further facts could be obtained if the 
mummy were unwrapped , a "tedious proc-
ess," says Wheeler. An electric saw is often 
necessary to penetrate the outer wrappings, 
which were soaked in resin before their ap-
plication. Since this procedure can some-
times cause severe mutilation, Ti-ameny-
net's future is uncertain. 
Investigators hope deciphering the hier-
oglyphics on the mummy's case will provide 
her full name and family background. A 
series of photographs by Ron Jennings of 
the Virginia Museum, will aid Wheeler and 
Virginia Bolton of the Metropolitan Mu-
seum in New York in translating the writ-
ings. While the majority of hieroglyphics 
consist of prayers from the Egyptian Book 
of the Dead, Wheeler has discovered that a 
cartoon, comic strip fashion, runs along the 
inside top and bottom of the mummy case. 
So far he has identified the Egyptian Sky 
Goddess, Nut, Mother of the Death God, 
Osiris. Nut is depicted offering a prayer for 
the maintenance of the mummy. 
Despite the goddess' prayers, the dis-
integration of the linen fabric covering the 
mummy case is rapidly underway, accord-
ing to Richmond weaver and fabric expert 
Marilyn Leon. Although the mummy has 
survived several thousand years, an airtight 
case is necessary within the next two years 
to preserve the fabric and prevent further 
deterioration , which increases rapidly in 
the final stages. 
According to Wheeler, no plans exist for 
a permanent resting place for Ti-ameny-net 
and no funds are available for an airtight 
case. "There is only the vague hope," he 
says, "that space will be found somewhere 
on campus for a museum after the Science 
Center is built. " 
!@#$%¢&•!@#$%. In an age when comput-
ers diagnose our car ills, write our bank 
statements and make telephone con-
nections, it isn't unlikely to find them re-
placing professors in the classroom. Mo-
nique, a Hewlett-Packard 2000 system 
computer at the University of Richmond, 
drills students on the rudiments of French 
grammar and conversation. She speaks 
through Dr. Robert M. Terry, associate 
professor of French, who uses a 2000F 
Time-Shared Basic computer language to 
provide individual instruction for his begin-
ning and intermediate French students. Af-
ter seeing a similar program in Spanish, Dr . 
Terry put Monique into operation to meet 
students' demands for additional drilling in 
French. The 12 to IS-minute drills, which 
change every two weeks, vary in format 
from fill-in-the-blank to rewrite and trans-
lation. Three are designed for first-year stu-
dents and second-year students have a 
choice of six. At the opening of the drill, 
Monique calls each student by name. "Hi, 
Kenny . Are you ready to work today?" She 
commends him for correct answers and 
gently reprimands him for wrong ones. 
"You blew it." Dr . Terry finds that students 
enjoy the novelty of the program, which re-
places the drudgery of the more common 
drills. 
Spotlight on Williams. Alton Williams, 
known as "Prof' to hundreds of students 
during his 40 years of teaching drama at the 
University of Richmond , received a special 
citation from the Virginia Theatre Confer-
ence for "distinguished service to theatre in 
Virginia." Williams, who retired two years 
ago from teaching at the university, re-
ceived the award at a convention of the 
association last fall. 
"Prof' Williams estimates that he di-
rected more than 130 shows during his ten-
ure. After two seasons of touring with the 
Carolina Playmakers and receiving a mas-
ter of arts degree from the University of 
North Carolina, he came to the university . 
He spent 32 years as amusements editor of 
the Richmond News Leader, and frequently 
traveled to Hollywood to interview stars, 
producers and directors in the 1940s and 
'50s. A past president of the Virginia Speech 
and Drama Association, William remem-
bers with fondness the years of struggle dur-
ing the Depression when the University 
Players fell under his wing. Though the 
Players now perform in a modern theatre 
comfortably housed in Modlin Fine Arts 
Center, he recalls the constant worry of 
where dramatists would work and perform. 
The technical end of theatre-so important 
today-was homespun. "if we needed an 
extra light, we'd put a bulb in a tomato can. 
If the tomato can rusted out, we'd get a new 
one. The script content had to be clean . 
You couldn't say 'damn' or 'hell.' But I 
never worried about acting talent," says the 
professor. "I just found someone who 
looked the part and spoke the language-
and went to work on 'em." 
Trustee Suite honors Jen kins. A gift of funds 
to furnish a Trustee Suite in the new Uni-
versity Commons building at the University 
of Richmond was presented to the univer-
sity by L. Howard Jenkins Jr . of Richmond 
and his wife, Helen Scott Jenkins. The gift 
honors L. Howard Jenkins Sr., Jenkins' fa-
ther. The elder Jenkins served on the uni-
versity's board of trustees from 1925 until 
1973, was a member of the UR executive 
committee for many years and a recipient of 
an honorary doctor of science degree from 
the university in 1952. He was active in the 
Baptist church and president of the South-
ern Baptist Foreign Mission Board for 30 
years. He died in 1973. 
The donor is retired president of L. H. 
Jenkins, Inc. and a 1937 graduate of the 
university . He is the third generation of his 
family to support the university through 
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President Heilman and trustee Stephen J. 
Wright (top) participate in faculty program 
on teaching techniques. 
Computer drills student ( bottom) on French 
grammar and conversation . 
Choir and Schola Cantorum pack their bags 
for spring concert tour of Europe. 
Around the Lake 
gifts. His grandfather gave the Luther H . 
Jenkins Greek Amphitheater on the West-
hampton College campus in 1929. A por-
trait of L. Howard Jenkins Sr.. presented by 
the family , will hang in the Trustee Suite . 
Law placement officer named. Clement S. 
Kester. retired assistant general solicitor for 
Seaboard Coast Line Railroad Company, 
has been named placement officer at the 
T.C. Williams School of Law . Kester, who 
will assist students and graduates seeking 
job opportunities , is the first to hold the 
position at the law school. With the help of 
alumni, the American Bar Association and 
corporations, Kester hopes "to open many 
avenues and develop as many contacts as 
possible for the students ." A graduate of 
the University of Virginia, School of Law, 
Kester served briefly in private practice be-
fore working as secretary and law clerk to 
U.S. District Judge Luther 8. Way in Nor-
folk in 1936. After joining the FBI in 1939, 
he resigned two years later and was an in-
vestigator for the Association for Casualty 
and Surety Executives. A World War II 
Navy veteran, Kester joined the Virginia 
Railway Company as attorney and assistant 
general claims agent. From 1954 until his 
retirement last year, he was associated 
with the Seaboard Air Line Railroad Com-
pany, and later the Seaboard Coast Line 
Railroad Company, supervising claim 
agents and litigation in the Southeast region 
of the United States . 
The general is a lady. Should a gentleman 
offer a rifle to a lady 9 The Reserve Officers 
Training Corps (ROTC) at the university 
has been doing just that since 1973. 
Captain Bryant 8. Hamaker attributes 
ROTC's acceptance of women recruits to a 
national program of the military organiza-
tion , which was stimulated by the early 
women's equality movement and the Equal 
Rights Amendment. This year ROTC will 
graduate the first females who enrolled un-
der the program. Among the 17 women, 
seven are freshmen, three sophomores, four 
juniors and three seniors. 
"They ' re very , very competent," says 
Hamaker of the women , whose training is 
the same as that for men. It involves four 
years of military academic study and 
strenuous physical skills, which include 
spending several weekends at Fort Pickett 
in southside Virginia and serving three 
months in the summer after their junior 
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year of college at Fort Bragg, N .C. "Their 
tests are a little different," Hamaker says. 
The women make a "one-mile run com-
pared to two miles for the men," but at Fort 
Pickett training they are required to engage 
in all the activities the men do . 
Women are well-accepted by the male 
corps members. One recruit , Mary Beth 
Swartwout, a senior and the first female to 
ever be president of Scabbard and Blade, 
the corps' honorary organization , bears tes-
timony to that. 
Recruits represent numerous academic 
majors, and are "a good cross-section of the 
school ," says Hamaker. They include fra-
ternity members , athletes and theater work-
ers. The military science department estab-
lished in 1953, boasts a 20 percent increase 
in enrollment over last year , which shows 
college military training to be a growing 
trend. 
ROTC enlists 202 recruits, double the 
number enrolled during the corps' worst 
year , 1973. Hamaker attributes the lower 
enlistment that year to "the aftermath of 
opinion toward the war in Vietnam." The 
war 's end in turn, he believes, triggered the 
program's success. 
In brief. Carol V. Bateman , W '64 , was 
named Pharmacist of the Year by the South 
Carolina Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion . ... Samuel P. Cardwell , R ' 52, has 
been elected executive vice president of the 
United Virginia Bankshares, Inc., and is 
now responsible for UVBankshares ' west-
ern region affiliate banks ... William V. 
Daniel, a member of the University of 
Richmond Board of Trustees, has been 
elected president and chief administrative 
officer of Southern Bank and Trust Com-
pany and executive vice president, chief ad-
ministrative officer, and a director of the 
Southern Bankshares, Inc .... Dr. Fred-
erick Neumann, professor of music and in-
ternationally known authority on musical 
ornamentation , has been awarded a fellow-
ship for Independent Study and Research 
by the Nat ion al Endowment for the Hu-
manities for a book dealing with musical 
ornamentation in the works of Mo-
zart. .. . George L. Yowell, G'69, national 
chairman of this year's Annual Giving Pro-
gram, has been named the Outstanding 
Young Man of 1976 and recipient of the 
Distinguished Service Award by the Rich-
mond Jaycees .... V. Allen Gaines, R'54 , 
has been elected president of the Virginia 
Baptist Pastor's Conference . 
Classnotes 
10s 
Beniamin P. Tillery , R ' 13, and his wife are now 
living at the Virginia Baptist Home, Newport 
News, Ya. 
20s 
Dr. Charles M. Caravati , R '20, was one of four 
Richmonders to receive the National Broth-
erhood Award during the fourteenth annual 
Brotherhood Citation Dinner of the Richmond 
Chapter of the National Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews. 
William A. Vaughan , R'20 , notified us that he 
has been retired for 13 years after serving as 
Division Superintendent of Schools in Caroline 
County for 42 years. 
Dr. Edgar M. Johnson, R'23, says he may have 
to retire for the second time from his active farm-
ing program, and probably take up golf , fishing 
and horseback riding for exercise. 
J. Bernard Bradshaw, R '24, retired, wrote to 
say he and his wife enjoyed their trip to Ger-
many, Austria and Hungary with the University 
of Richmond Alumni Association last July. 
£. B. Poller, R '29 , and his wife, Grace , spent 
ten days in July touring Iran as guests of the 
Iranian government , along with other members 
of the International Commission on Military 
History. In October Ned 's new book, Nimitz , a 
biography of the fleet admiral, was published. He 
has also spoken at Sea Power symposiums in 
Baltimore, New Orleans , Pittsburgh and Chi-
cago, which were sponsored by Navy League and 
National Maritime Commission. 
Dr. R. Clayton Pills , R'29, is serving as interim 
pastor at Jackson Memorial Baptist Church, 
Portsmouth. He previously served 3 others since 
his retirement: Mill Swamp Baptist, Smithfield ; 
Alexander Baptist , Portsmouth ; and First Bap-
tist , Newport News. 
30s 
Dr. 1/enderson Kincheloe, R'3 I, retired from 
the English department of N .C. State University 
since 1974 , is enjoying the free life, reading, writ-
ing book reviews and growing nowers and plants 
both indoors and out. 
Charles /-1. Phaup , R'33 , is jogging his way to 
the 5,000 mile mark , and plays three or four 
games of handball every other day. Charlie also 
tells the story about "Rags" Neathery and him-
self spending the Christmas holidays on campus 
in 1930, and how for several days near the close 
of the holidays they ate mostly canned peaches. 
"Rags" has sent him a can of peaches each 
Christmas since leaving school. 
James M. Johnson, 8'34, retired in June from 
Caltex Petroleum Corp., where he spent 30 of his 
35 years working and living abroad in many for-
eign countries. He and his wife have settled in 
Kailua, Hawaii. 
Arthur R. Ki11gdon, L'36 , was elected judge of 
the 27th Judicial Circuit Court of West Virginia 
hst November. 
Lewis W. Martin, L'37, has retired from Berks 
Title Insurance Co. but is still practicing law part 
time. 
40s 
Dr. Clyde B. Lipscomb, R '40, has started his 
24th year as pastor of Hendricks Avenue Baptist 
Church, Jacksonville, Fla. , and 22nd year on a 
local television program called Sunday School 
Forum. 
Dr. Richard W. Baylor , R '44 , practices internal 
medicine at Lakeview Clinic in Suffolk, Ya., and 
is president , Tri-County Medical Society. 
Dr. W. Ed,mrd Holladay , R '48, was on the 
1976 Board of Trustees, Cobb County Medical 
Society and is president-elect , Rotary Club, of 
Marietta, Ga. 
James 8. Robinson, R'49, is alumni adviser to 
Phi Delta Theta fraternity at UR. 
50s 
Aubrn J. Rosser Sr., R '50 , H'76, was awarded 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity by the 
University of Richmond at the May com-
mencement. 
Dr. Charles J. Townsend , R '50, practices inter-
nal medicine and is past president, Clark County 
Heart Association. He is currently vice president, 
Clark County Heart Association, and associate 
professor of medicine, Wright State School of 
Medicine, Dayton , Oh. 
HoH•e/1 F. Sha11no11, R '50, informs us that his 
daughter , Elizabeth, graduated from WC in 1975 
and his daughter , Julia , graduated in 1976. Both 
were elected to Phi Beta Kappa. 
E. Ralph Graves, 8'51 , moved to Dallas , Tex. , 
last year. He joined Pioneer Computer Market-
ing Corp. as vice president. 
llo11. Paul Shupe , R '52 , is serving as magistrate 
of the Seventh Judicial Circuit of Virginia , as a 
commissioner of marriage, Newport News. He is 
also a licensed Baptist minister of Tabernacle 
Baptist Church , Newport News, Ya. 
Dr. William F. Herger, R '52, was recently ap-
pointed head , Special Techniques Group, Envi-
ronmental Sciences Research Laboratory , Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency in North Carolina. 
His wife , Lacy , is continuing her career as a 
registered nurse. 
Julio R. Rive, R'52 , has been named head 
coach of the women ' s tennis team along with his 
duties as coordinator of the Hotel Management 
program at Palm Beach Junior College. 
C. Norman Woerner, 8'52 , was recently hon-
ored by the Rutgers University chapter of Phi 
Delta Kappa Fraternity as 1976 recipient of the 
Distinguished Service Key and Plaque. He holds 
a master's degree in education in vocational-tech-
nical education from Rutgers. 
£. L. Turlingro11 Jr., R'54 , L'59, and his wife , 
Barbara Kniz, WC'59, announce the birth of a 
son, John Randall Turlington, on November 24 , 
I 976. 
Henn· P. Barham, R ' 54, is treasurer of the 
Virginia-Tidewater Dental Association. He was 
president of the Exchange Club of Portsmouth 
for 1975-76. 
Dr. C. Leon Jenni11gs, R'55, and wife Jane An-
dersen Jennings WC'56, will have two sons at the 
university next year. Jane is serving as corre-
sponding secretary of the Medical Society of Vir-
ginia. 
Dr. }err_\' Garmon , R ' 56, and wife Dr. Lucy 
Burnett Garmon, WC'57 , are both teaching at 
West Georgia College in Carrollton , Ga. They 
were in England during the winter quarter, while 
Lucy exchanged teaching positions with a profes-
sor from Chester College , England. 
Norman D. Ferrari Jr., L'56, served as assistant 
prosecuting attorney November 1970 through 
December 1976 for Hancock County, W.Ya. He 
was elected magistrate for Hancock County Jan-
uary I, 1977, for a three-year term. He is a 
colonel, U.S. Air Force Reserves; assigned as Air 
Force Academy Liaison Officer Coordinator for 
West Virginia. 
Henry A. Conner Jr., R'57 , L'60, and his wife 
announce the birth of a son. 
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Scholarship in Memory of 
Clyde Biggers 
Clyde W . Biggers, director of athletics at 
the University of Richmond since 1974 , 
died of a heart attack December 23. He wa s 
51 . Biggers was one of the most outstanding 
student athletes ever to attend Catawba 
College, where he played varsity football 
and won places on the All-Conference, All-
State, and Associated Press Little All-
America teams. After graduating magna 
cum laude in 1947, he played profe ssional 
football with the Green Bay Packer s. 
Biggers , who later earned a master's 
degree in physical education at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, served 20 years as a college and 
university head football coach with an 
overall winning record . From 1953 through 
1958, he was head football coach, director 
of athletics and associate professor of 
physical education at Catawba College . 
After six years as a defensive football coach 
at the University of South Carolina , he 
moved to Eastern Illinois University where 
he was head football coach and lecturer in 
physical education . Accepting the position 
of director of inter-collegiate athletics at the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha in 1971, 
he began full-time administrative duties. 
Biggers was a scholar and leader in every 
institution he served. At Catawba, he 
served as president of the student body and 
was on the dean 's list for four years. He 
won the Harrison Education Award 
presented annually to the outstanding 
senior. 
In recognition of his scholarship and 
leadership , the Clyde W . Biggers Memorial 
Scholarship Fund has been established at 
the University of Richmond. The university 
hopes to raise enough funds to award a full 
scholarship annually to the athlete who best 
typifies the academic and athletic qualities 
of Biggers . Donations to the Clyde W . 
Biggers Memorial Scholarship Fund may 
be sent to the athletic department of the 
university or to the university relations 
office, University of Richmond, Ya. , 23173. 
Li. Colonel Rai- W Bowles, 8'58, U.S. Ma-
rines, is assigned· as the special assistant to the 
director of Navy technology for Marine Corps 
Exploratory Development in Washington , D.C. 
Fred K McCoy, R'58, was promoted to chief 
of technical operations, U.S. Army Operational 
Test and Evaluation Agency in Falls Church, Va. 
60s 
Randolph H. Walker, R '60, was elected to 
membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, national 
scholarship and leadership fraternity in Novem-
ber. 
Spindler Krause Jr., R '61 , and his wife, Shirley, 
write that they enjoyed a fantastic vacation in 
Alaska. 
Rober! E. Nun11ally, 8'62, was promoted to 
president of Mick-or-Mack , a food chain in 
Roanoke , Va. 
.Joel J. Srempil , R '63, is a broker with Bache 
Halsey Stuart, Inc. , in Denver, Col. 
Dr. Stuart V Crane/is, R '63, and his wife, Gail, 
announce the birth of a daughter , Roxanne Joy. 
Cornelius .I. Goeren Jr. , R' 63, has been pro-
moted to vice president, management supervisor, 
Leber Katz Paterners Advertising in New York 
City. He will be moving to the Montreal office. 
Lmvrence J. Marangos, R' 64, for the past four 
years has been instructor of French and Spanish 
at Mitchell Community College in Statesville, 
N .C. He has also done additional graduate work 
at U.N.C., Chapel Hill, and N.C. State Univer-
sity. 
John H. Gooch Ill, R' 65, has left Reynolds 
Metals Co. and joined the Flexible Packaging 
Division of Crown Zillerbach Corp. He received 
his MBA degree from Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology in February. 
Rev. F Russell Baker, R' 65, has moved from 
Avalon Park Community Church of the United 
Church of Christ, where he was pastor for five 
years, to assume the position of pastor of the 
Emmanuel United Church of Christ of Lexing-
ton, Ky. 
Dr. James C Rose, R '65, has been appointed 
assistant professor of physiology at the Bowman 
Gray School of Medicine of Wake Forest Uni-
versity. In his new position , Rose will have teach-
ing and research responsibilities. 
Powell M. Livesa1· , R'65 , and his wife an-
nounce the birth of ·a daughter on October 29, 
1976. 
R)'/a11d L. Mirchell Ill, 8'65, has been awarded 
the MAI designation by the American Institute of 
Real Estate Appraisers , the oldest association of 
professional real estate appraisers in the United 
States. 
Travis Edger1011, R'66, and his wife , Mabel , 
announce the birth of a son on October 28, 1976. 
Travis is also enjoying serving as co-chairman of 
the Commission for the Observance of the 250th 
Anniversary of the chartering of the City of Fred-
ericksburg . 
Samuel E. Perri- Jr., R'67, G'74 , is in his sec-
ond year as principal of Stafford Elementary 
School, in Virginia. He and his wife have a 13-
month-old son, Bradford Crittenden. 
William W O1ve11s .Jr., R '67, has been ap-
pointed assistant director of public information 
for Rutgers University. 
70s 
Ronald Grell' N icholls, R'71 , received his mas-
ter of divinity from Southwestern Seminary , 
Tex. , and is at Bainbridge Southampton Church 
as ass istant to the pastor. 
Ti11wrhi- .I. Evans, R'72, and wife . Harriette 
Turner E·vans. WC'72, announce the birth of a 
son. Jonathan Turner , on July 31 , 1976. 
W. Thomas lfud.1·011. L'72, has been appointed 
director of appeals for the Virginia Employment 
Commission. 
William H. Da vis Jr., R'72. graduated from 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary , Louis-
ville , Ky., and is pastor of Tuckahoe Baptist 
Church, Richmond. 
Daniel L. Nichols, R'73. will be returning to 
the United States in May, after serving over three 
years with the U.S. Army in Europe. 
Robert C Kanor Ill , R'74, G'76, is a doctoral 
student in psychology at George Peabody Col-
lege for Teachers , Tenn. 
Elizabeth Ann Neal , 8'74 , married Glenn P. 
Jordan Jr. on Saturday , August 14, 1976 in Nor-
folk, Virginia. He is attending Medical School in 
Dublin, Ireland, where they will live for three 
years. 
Vincent D. Harc/1·, L'74, was appointed assis-
tant commonwealth's attorney, Petersburg , Va., 
last September. 
Jane R. Stafford, L '74 , has been elected assis-
tant vice president Central National Bank and 
will be responsible for the administration of legal 
policy for the bank. 
Earl Paige, 8'74 , and Kris Paige announce the 
birth of a son , Terrence Edward, on July 19, 
1976. 
Norman Bassel/ Tweed Jr. , G'74 , and his wife 
announce the birth of a daughter, Stefany Mich-
ele , September 7, 1976 . 
Steven So/clinger, 8'75, joined WBA L Tele-
vision in Baltimore. Md., as an account execu-
tive . Steven has also purchased property in the 
historical Federal Hill district of Baltimore. 
Donald Wylie Mc Vay .Jr., R'76, is employed at 
Philip Morris as a supervisor in quality control. 
Richard W. Moyer, G'76 , is engaged in an 
advertising specialties business, while enrolled in 
a program leading to a degree of educational 
specialist with emphasis in higher education. 
J. Ra11dolph Nelson , L'76 , has begun general 
practice of law in Lynchburg, Va., with a local 
firm , after passing the bar exam in July 1976. 
Deaths 
.John P. Abeme1hy Jr .. R'40, of Birmingham, 
Ala .. November, 1976. 
Joh11 M. A11derson, 8'35, of Norfolk, Va., Octo-
ber 11, 1976. 
William R. Blandford, L'40, of Powhatan, Ya., 
November 26, I 976. He was commonwealth's 
attorney for Powhatan County , and held that 
position for 29 years. He was a native of 
Mecklenburg County. 
.I. Ro/fi' Brame , R'22, of Richmond, Va. 
W. A. Brockenbrough, R'25 , of Richmond , Va ., 
November 23, 1976. 
Albert W. Coates. Jr., R'53, of Richmond , Va . 
Dr. Samuel C. Cox, R '30, of Jacksonville, N .C. 
Dr. Richard E. Dunkley , R'27, of Sumner, Md. 
Rohar G. Gillespie. Jr., G'70, of Richmond, Oc-
tober 18, 1976. Mr . Gillespie worked as direc-
tor of planning for the comprehensive employ-
ment and training program with the Virginia 
Employment Commission. 
Giddi11gs E. Mabry, R'00, of St. Petersburg, Fla. 
David A. Mar , R'57 , of Chamblee , Ga. , Decem-
ber 28, 1976. Mr. May, who died in an auto-
mobile accident near his home, owned and 
operated Renger ' s Custom Draperies in At-
lanta. He was named to the all-state football 
team in 1955 and was team co-captain. A re-
cipient of the Jacobs Blocking Trophy. he 
coached at the University of Richmond and 
Collegiate Schools. 
Dr. Wesley S. McAnnally, R '3 I. of Wilmington, 
N.C. 
Dr. Daniel 8. Moffett, R'I0, of Washington, 
D.C. , April 13, 1976. 
Randolph Winfred Nuckols, R '21, of Richmond, 
a retired vice president of First & Merchants 
National Bank and founder and first president 
of the university's Boatwright Society, Decem-
ber 10, 1976. A graduate of the Stonier Gradu-
ate School of Banking at Rutgers University, 
Nuckolsjoined First& Merchants in 1921 and 
retired in 1963 after 42 years with the bank. He 
was named vice president in 1949 and manager 
of the bank 's Broad Street branch in 1954. 
Nuckols organized Boatwright Society in 1972 
to involve and inform all graduates of 50 years 
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or more. The society holds an annual meeting 
and sponsors projects to benefit the university. 
A member of the Richmond Spider Club , 
Nuckols was also chairman of the board of 
deacons of the Grove Avenue Baptist Church 
in Richmond and a former president of the 
Richmond chapter of the American Institutes 
of Banking and a former member of the in-
stitute ' s national executive council. 
C. Pe111broke Pettit , R '31 , Fredericks Hall , Va. 
A. Clair Sager, L' 31,ofRichmond , November 3, 
1976. Mr. Sager taught law at the T. C. Wil-
liams School of Law , and English and phar-
macology at the Medical College of Virginia 
before and during World War II. He was a 
member of the Richmond and the Virginia Bar 
Associations, a charter member of the Civitan 
Club and the Richmond Theater Guild. 
Robert L. Stone, R'42, of Richmond , October 5 , 
1976. 
Dr. Wil!ia111 R. Silvey , R · I 7, Tequesta-Jupiter, 
Fla. , October 22 , 1976. Dr. Silvey received his 
doctoral degrees from Harvard University and 
the University of Toulouse in France. He re-
ceived the Silver Star for bravery during 
World War II and served as aide-de-camp for 
the commander of the 11th Infantry Brigade. 
Dr. Silvey was chief engineer for communica-
tions in Bronx-Westchester. He retired from 
New York Telephone Co . in 1966 after 38 
years of service. 
Edwin 0. Thomhill , L'35 , of Charleston , W. Va. 
Arthur V. Walker Jr .. 8'61 , of Mechanicsville , 
Va.,' December 31, 1976. 
Rev. Clarence L. Warrrn, R ' 38, of Halifax, Va. , 
January 4, 1977. Rev. Warren served as pastor 
of Hunting Creek Baptist Church from I 956 
until I 964. He was serving as pastor emeritus 
at the time of his death. His ministerial career 
spanned 40 years. 
Judge Paul C Williams , L'33 , of Richmond, De-
cember 20, I 976. Mr. Williams practiced law 
until 1941, when he was named law clerk to 
the late Federal Judge Robert N. Pollard. He 
also served as law clerk for the late U.S. Dis-
trict Court Judge Sterling Hutcheson until he 
was named federal bankruptcy referee in 1955. 
WESTHAMPTON 
Club & Class News 
Tidewater Alumnae Club 
Thais Silverman Kaufmann, presidenl 
/655 While Lane 
Norfolk, Virginia 23518 
The winter meeting was held in January at the 
Oasis .in Norfolk. Dr. Katherine Clark Kersey , 
(Kitty), professor at Old Dominion University , 
was our guest speaker. Belly Taylor Baker , ways 
and means chairman, reported we sold 64 cases 
of pecans. a new record. The spring luncheon will 
be held April 16 at the home of Linda Holl Lilly. 
Dr. Stephanie Bennett and Jane Thorpe will be 
our guests. We hope to see you there. 
Washington Alumnae Club 
Barhara Dau/es Brewer, president 
8305 Tollhouse Road 
Annandale , Virginia 22003 
The Washington Area Chapter held its fall 
luncheon meeting last October at Evans Farm 
Inn. The speaker was Miriam Dorsey, president 
of the Capitol Hill Women 's Political Caucus, 
describing how they are trying to obtain civil 
rights coverage for severe job discrimination 
faced by women working on Capitol Hill. An 
exciting discussion followed on the status of the 
Equal Rights Amendment and what we can do to 
help it pass. Our spring meeting will be a tea at 
which we will have a chance to meet Stephanie 
Bennett, the new Dean of Westhampton College. 
'20 Jeffries Heinrich 1600 Westbrook Ave., #747 Richmond, Virginia 23227 
Ruth Cu1111ingha111 Thorp of Virginia Beach had 
lunch recently with Martha Chappell ('18) and 
Jef/i-in Heinrich at Westminster Canterbury 
House. Ruth lost her sister, Altha ('22) recently. 
'22 
Irene Summers Stoneman 
Varina on the James, Route 14 
Richmond, Virginia 23231 
Louise Storr called shortly after she received 
my card to say she was well, and enjoying the 
usual activities. , 
Glcufr.1· Booth Bentle)" wrote of a fire in a 14th 
noor apartment in the Bayshore Presbyterian 
apartment in Tampa where her apartment is on 
the ninth noor. Fortunately, no one was hurt, 
which was a marvel, because 50 handicapped 
persons live there. 
Man· Fugate wrote that she was well and still 
busy. She was spending the Christmas holidays in 
Durham with her brother and his family. 
Hilda La11·.rnn Jecklin and her husband spent 
Thanksgiving with her sister , Rebekah McReyn-
olds, who had a big family dinner on Wednesday, 
and they went to their niece's the next day. Hilda 
had a nice vegetable garden in the summer and 
many lovely roses .. 
Rebekah had such a nice trip in August from 
Washington to Canada and other parts. The 
scenery was gorgeous, the weather ideal , she said. 
On the way, she visited the World Trade Center 
in New York: Newport, Rhode Island: Mystic , 
Connecticut: Bar Harbor, Maine; and Boston on 
the return. 
It is with sorrow I report the death of Margaret 
Hooker Slaughter in Boulder, Colo., and to her 
family we extend sympathy. She and her hus-
band, the Rev. John Slaughter moved there sev-
eral years ago to live near their daughter. She is 
survived by her husband , daughter, son and five 
grandchildren. 
Claudia Patric/..:, in Richmond , sounds fine and 
is full of pep, as usual. 
Jeanelle /-le1111a said she and Cathryn had 
made the usual cookies and fruit cakes as gifts 
and Jeanette still goes to the State Farm for 
Women regularly to visit and play bingo. 
She did tell me that Zola /-luhbard Leek, who 
lost her daughter last year . spent Christmas with 
her son-in-law and three grandchildren. 
Eva Ti111herlake West and Charlie both had 
hospital visits last year but are now back in their 
Imperial Plaza apartment and feeling better. 
They were unable to spend much time at their 
river home during the summer but Eva had sev-
eral most enjoyable day trips with groups which 
she enjoyed . Sarah, their daughter , is back in 
Richmond working with the Henrico Red Cross. 
Edith Ne11·to11 Eakes had her children from 
California visit for Christmas. 
Rachel Nrn·ton Dickson was in Florida with 
her family. 
Thel111a /-fill Marsh and Bob were at Tides Inn 
when I tried to call them. 
Muriel Sanders doesn't go out much now and 
she would enjoy hearing from her friends. Her 
address is Imperial Plaza, 1713 Bellevue Avenue , 
Richmond 23227. 
Celia Levinson Myer was having furnace 
trouble when I called her but the men were there 
working on it and her husband was supervising. 
They were expecting their children and granct-
children in the afternoon. I hope they were able 
to give them a warm reception' Celia said they 
may go to Florida during the winter and they are 
also thinking of taking another trip in the spring. 
She was enthusiastic about a course in philoso-
phy she and her husband had taken at VCU. 
Ruth Wal!erstein Thalhi111er was out when I 
called. Some time ago I read of an award her 
husband was to receive from the University of 
Pennsylvania Club of Richmond in recognition 
of his many achievements , the second Ben Frank-
lin Award. 
I saw Leslie Se.1so111s Booker and 'Book' not 
too long ago and both look really well. Lewis, 
their older son , who is rector of the board of 
trustees and vice-chairman of the Richmond City 
School Board had his picture and a very nice 
article in the Sunday paper recently giving his 
goals for education. 'Rusty,' their second son, is 
chairman of the board of deacons at Second Bap-
tist, an active member of many groups, a good 
father and husband and is doing well in every 
way. Constance , their daughter, her Lt. Col. hus-
band and children will be home from a tour in 
Germany in May ready for a new assignment 
somewhere. 
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Margaret Fugate Carlton 
1503 Wilmington A venue 
Richmond, Virginia 23227 
I hope all of you have heard of the May L. 
Keller Scholarship Fund and that you will want 
to have a part in it. You may designate your 
annual contribution to the Alumnae Fund for 
this project if you wish. Also please read Miss 
Turnbull's book about Miss Keller. Ethney Sel-
drn /-leac/lee '23 reviewed it in our book club and 
it was a real treat. 
I know you all join me in extending sincere 
sympathy to Joanna Savedge Elle/I and to Inez 
DeJamelle /lite, both of whom have lost sisters 
since I last wrote. 
Three of our classmates have been in hospitals 
for surgery since our last letter-Elizabeth Cosby 
Carver, Agnes Jones and Wilhe/111ina Wright. I 
am glad to report all of them are better now and 
we wish them well. I wrote to each of them-
Agnes says that she is feeling stronger each day 
and to help regain her strength , she and Louise 
Wilki11.1011 Morton take walks together whenever 
the weather permits. 
This past summer Louise and her daughter, 
Jeanne spent a part of Jeanne's vacation visiting 
in Cleveland, Ohio and the rest of it in New 
York, where Jeanne works. 
Eva Sanders writes: "I am happily situated in 
our beautiful Virginia Baptist Home with nearly 
200 others. If you are ever in Newport News, 
phone to see if I'm in, and come to see me. I'd 
love to see everyone of you." 
Virginia Clore Johnson wrote a nice Christmas 
note. She and Walkley plan to spend February in 
New Orleans with their daughter and her family. 
In March they will visit friends in Montgomery , 
Ala.: then will spend some time in Florida before 
returning home. 
As you know, Virginia Gregor_!' is now living in 
Clover with her sisters but she still keeps he, 
apartment in Raleigh, N.C., where she worked 
for so many years. She says she goes back often 
for a week or so to see her many friends there. 
A 1111a f-larc/a11·ar White said on her Christmas 
card that all is well with her family. Her girls live 
near enough to visit often , which means so much 
to her and to Jesse. 
I had a long letter from Ruth Lazenhy McCul-
loch in early November. She had not been well in 
the spring but she was so much better in the 
summer, that her children and grandchildren 
could come for their annual visits in August. 
Then in September she entertained with a dinner 
party for a granddaughter, who was married that 
month. Another granddaughter has just gradu-
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Around the World 
with 
Dr. and Mrs. E. Bruce Heilman 
• Three-week tour 
July 3-26 
• Roundtrip from Richmond 
• Deluxe hotel accommodations 
• Full American breakfasts and 
dinners 
• Stops include Hawaii, Guam, 
Kyoto, Hong Kong, Korea, Bali, 
Bangkok, New Delhi and Ireland 
Write for more information and a 
brochure to: Office of the President, 
University of Richmond, Virginia 
23173. 
ated in nursing-she is now a RN and is working 
in a hospital in Arlington, Ya. She has another 
granddaughter in college in Michigan and a 
grandson who will graduate from Guilford in the 
spring. 
I am writing this on the first day of the year 
,tnd I wish you all the very best in 1977. 
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Margaret G. Willis 
P.O. Box 576 
Culpeper, Virginia 22701 
My sincere thanks go to Louise Massey Crisp 
who wrote the column last time. 
., Ti"llie·· Pond Brink/er is happy to be a grand-
mother of six. July and August brought visits 
from her three daughters and their husbands. 
Rosalie , of Denver, Col. has two daughters, 12 
and 16. Be11_1· Brink/e_l' Hay,vard ('56) and her 
husband have recently moved from New Jersey 
to Oklahoma City. Grandmother kept the two 
children while their parents were house hunting. 
Grace , of Charlotte , N.C. has two children, and 
with Tillie to baby-sit, was scheduled to play in a 
tennis tournament in Chapel Hill in September. 
Tillie is a charter member of her church, presi-
dent of the W.M.U. and co-teacher of the adult 
Sunday school class. She and Dutch relax by 
boating and fishing on the lake. 
After returning from Myrtle Beach late in the 
summer , Ha~el Anderson Carpenta went imme-
diately to Florida due to the death of her sister-
in-law. In September the Westhampton Club met 
with her at their cabin on the river with about 25 
present. Ha7CI served on the Steering Committee 
for the "Our Time in History Fund" and was at 
Westhampton again in August for the National 
Alumni Leadership Conference. She stayed in 
North Court, enjoyed meeting interesting alumni 
and visiting with Jane Thorpe and Elizabeth Dun-
/..u111. 
Louise l:."uhank Gm1· is living alone in Saluda 
since her husband's death in 1967. She retired 
f'rom teaching in I 973. In the spring she spent a 
night with Kathleen Al!e11 which she treasures 
more than ever since Kathleen's death in August. 
Louise's only son has a management job with 
IBM and two boys, 3 and 6 years old. Louise 
works in the Saluda Baptist Church, is first vice-
president of the County Woman's Club and 
chairman of the Middlesex County Bicentennial 
Committee. Now they are preparing a book on 
Old IJ11ildi11,Js i11 Middlesex, a hard-cover, to go to 
the publisher in June, 1977. Her trips to Ger-
many and Canada have increased her interst in 
the U. of R. trip for February to the Caribbean. 
Why not have a mini-reunion of '28ers in the 
Caribbean ahead of the 50th' 1 
Elnoro /-luhhard Rohin.1on is now settled in 
Cumberland Co., near Farmville, Va. She 
teaches Bible lessons for her circle in the 150-
ycar-old Cumberland Presbyterian Church, helps 
with Vacation Bible School and grows flowers. 
For entertainment she attends events at Hamp-
den-Sydney and Longwood. A great-niece is in 
Longwood this year. Elnora was in Arizona for 
about six weeks the past two winters where she 
enjoyed seeing Susie Poll'ell Moore. Maude Ever-
han he111per used to visit Elnora when she lived 
in Goshen, N.Y. A letter from "Tremp" came in 
the spring saying that Maude died in April. 
/Jucl,ner Fit~hu,Jh Pannill is missing the chal-
lenge of prohlems since her retirement as a pro-
grammer for electronic computers at Aberdeen, 
Md. She worked on the first type of electric com-
puters invented and several others that followed. 
For some time she has been largely responsible 
for the Day Care Center of the Churchville Pres-
byterian Church, a member of the session, and is 
now working on a monthly publication to keep 
the congregation informed of the church activi-
ties. This publication has been commended by 
the session with suggestions for its expansion. 
Buckner raises flowers, delivers Meals on 
Wheels, and sews for the hospital auxiliary. One 
of her close neighbors is Gladys Sales Johnston, a 
sister of Ruhl' Sales ('26 ). 
New York. City furnishes excitement, some of 
it pleasant and some rather unpleasant, for Kath-
leen llagood llough. She enjoyed seeing Mildred 
Dunnock in "Days in the Trees." Now she is 
taking a course at the Payne Whitney Psychiatric 
Clinic on "What's New in Psychiatry." After this 
is completed in April. she plans a trip. 
Ui .,e Stephen.rnn took early retirement in 1969 
from her work as biology teacher al John Mar-
shall High School in Richmond. Her immediate 
family lives in Richmond, including two brothers 
and a sister, Elizabeth, who is executive secretary 
for the chairman of the psychology department 
at VCU. 
Susie P(l\l'l'fl Moore writes of her activities 
from Green Valley, Ariz . where she has lived for 
two years since retirement. Her AAUW group of 
nh)rc than 150 members was having a bridge 
marathon to raise money for the Fellowship 
Fund. Last August Susie had the opportunity of 
learning ho\\ the Papago Indians make baskets. 
An Indian \\Oman at an old mission taught them 
ho" to gather materials-yucca and beargrass-
and "eave the baskets. 
Frances Ander.1m1 Stallard and her husband left 
on Nov. 12 for a South Pacilic tour, including 
Ne" Zealand. Tahiti, Australia and Fiji. Mary 
Parne Copen/weer or Chilhowie, Va. was in 
Rich 111011d for the Honors Convocation when her 
niece , who is vice-president of Westhampton Stu-
dent Government received, with only five others. 
the Book Award for having all "As" for four 
terms. ,·I nnaheth Cash retired from Sullins, and is 
living on its campus in Bristol. Frances enjoys 
her :-ork as tour guide at the Virginia Museum of 
Fine Arts. For the past several years she has 
given "Tours of the Month." Anyone who can 
arrange to attend her lecture on "The Written 
Word in Paintings at the Virginia Museum" on 
April. I 9 will find it a de lightful and rewarding 
occasion. 
Most of Mar.1· Jenkens Warinner's years since 
1928 have been spent teaching and supervising 
science at John Marshall High School, Rich-
mond. Part of this time she commuted to Wash-
ington on the weekends while her husband, Bill, 
was at Andrews Air Force Base. Now they both 
have retired in Richmond. Mary finds that Meals 
on Wheels and De lta Kappa Gamma still present 
interesting challenges, as do visits to hospitals, 
nursing homes and private homes of senior citi-
zens. They enjoy living conveniently near the Vir-
ginia Art Museum and the public library, and 
often attend public forum offerings at the 
Mosque. Mary maintains contact with U of R by 
helping with "Our Time in History," taking a 
workshop at Keller Hall, for women only, on 
estate planning and attending theatre events. 
Mary told of the death of Ann Myers Craigie's 
husband, Walter. 
/Jeverley Neale Bro,rne wrote of their trip to 
Florida in May. Her husband, Godfrey, is much 
interested in conservation, so they visited several 
wildlife refuge areas on the way. In late May and 
June they toured the British Isles-this time in a 
rented car. They drove 2500 miles enjoying the 
spring flowers, particularly Scotch broom. Bever-
ley has been sewing, knitting and doing fancy 
work for the church bazaar. 
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Thelma Bryant Hutton 
4104 Bromley Lane 
Richmond, Virginia 23221 
Margaret Billinv Sent: had a new grandson 
born September 22, Andrew Freeman Sentz. 
Margaret's younger son, Ted, and wife live in 
Philippi, West Va. He is district manager in soil 
conservation with the Department of Agricul-
ture. Her older bachelor son lives in Montana, 
has his masters in Elementary Education and is 
now teaching fifth grade. He formerly spent two 
years in Nepal with the Peace Corps. Margaret's 
husband Pete is retired. Their hobby is hunting 
and hiking in their West Virginia mountains and 
fields. 
Katherine J'l'ler L'//e// and Arthur took an 
Alaskan cruise· on the Sun Princess last summer. 
The Dietz Press has recently published Kath-
erine's Bicentennial Edition of her 1957 book 
l'm111g John Trier. 
Margaret Oliver Saunders took a trip to 
Greece in May. Dorothy Ahhou Wood and Alice 
Richardson Connell visited Margaret in Norfolk 
recently. While there they saw Shir/er Gannaway 
Cwnphe/1. Margaret's daughter, Mrs. Benjamin 
Lieberman, was married last spring in Boston. 
She is a fashion editor of The Herald American, a 
Boston newspaper. Her husband is a professor in 
the School of Finance at Harvard. 
Thelma !Jr1·w11 II uuon spent several days dur-
ing the Thanksgiving holidays at The Greenbrier. 
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Eleanor Pillow Ewell 
8525 Chippenham Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23235 
On a cruise to Bermuda this fall the following 
were on the Mardi Gras: Al111arine Montgomery 
Franklin. Virginia Jones Pharr, Jean Peatross 
'/'/10111as, Jessie Miller Jo11es Tumer, and Evelyn 
Gardner Ward. 
I have traveled to Texas and Colorado in the 
spring; to Maine, Quebec and Lake Can-
andaigna, N.Y ., in the summer, and to New Jer-
sey for Christmas and New Year's. 
Our members are also joining the ranks of the 
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retired: Al111arine Fanklin, Virginia Pharr (last 
year) and Katherine Hesby. Anyone else? 
C lass reunion time is scheduled for spring of 
'77. 
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Virginia Kirk Lennox 
23 Pine Street 
Oxford, Pennsylvania 19363 
It was my pleasure to attend the Philadelphia 
area dinner last fall, where husband Pau l and I 
had the honor of sitting with Westhampton's 
charming and capab le new dean, Dr. Stephanie 
Bennett. While there we had the opportunity of 
chatting with many alumnae and friends of the 
university we had not previously met, including 
Beuy Acker Gillespie, '41, and her husband, 
Chandler, together with Douie Smoker Nielson, 
'55, and her husband, Fred. Lou Markwith, SBA 
'67 and current director of alumni affairs, told us 
of putting Majorie Pugh Tabb and Randy on a 
plane for London. Alice Pugh Banz and Warren 
were unab le to go, as they had a previous com-
mitment for the Philadelphia Symphony (Warren 
plays the clarinet in his church orchestra). Rae 
Nor/ore/ Hess and Calvin also cou ld not attend, 
but Alice, Rae and I and our husbands had a 
mini-reunion during the Christmas holidays in 
Rae and Cal's lovely home in Bethlehem, Pa. Rae 
showed us some of her paintings of birds and 
woodland flora which we found enchanting. We 
learned at that time of Alice and Warren's trip to 
England, and Rae and Ca l' s trip to Barbados. 
Other mini-reunions: The Richmond area '36-
ers at a party given by Eli:abeth Chapman Wil-
son: all Richmond area and holiday visiting '36-
ers at a luncheon hostessed by lie/en Denoon 
llop.1011: a get-together inc luding Lou Frank 
Chern· Dre/I, Man· Ellen Stevenson and Alice 
Turner Schafer. . 
Libba Conwell owns a house in Connecticut 
and is busy with volunteer work-and her dog? 
Sarah Cover Hurst was awarded the PhD in 
Education fro·m the University of Florida in late 
'76' 1 She celebrated with a trip to Paris. 
Manha Riis Moore welcomed grandchild #7 
(her lucky number) last August? He is Jacob 
Quarles Moore, son of Martha's son James Ill of 
T.C. Williams Law School and Elizabeth Quarles 
Moore. 
Kiu1· Llli.1· Fox and family flew to Dallas to 
attend the wedding of Kitty's youngest son, re-
cently awarded his MBA from the University of 
Virginia, and Katherine Sue Hutchinson? Kitty 
serves on the Women's Committee for the Rich-
mond Symphony and is a member of the Council 
for the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. You'll 
find her working in the Council Shop the next 
time you are shopping for that special gift. 
Alice Turner Schaefer. in addition to teaching 
three courses in Mathematics at Welles ley, is di-
rector of the Wellesley College Mathematics 
Project? Keep your eyes on Alice: she is definitely 
a plus for women everywhere, and especially for 
Westhamptonites. 
Ka\' Conner Da,;ic/.rnn has retired from teach-
ing in Henrico County and is now busy with the 
Pre-schoo l Vision Screening Program as a volun-
teer for the Virgin ia Society for the Prevention of 
Blindness' 1 
Sue /Jonneu Cher111side's son Chuck has an 
exciting new job at V.P.I.? 
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Lucy W, Baird 
1600 Monument Ave, 
Richmond, Va, 23220 
Mildred Gustafson Donohue 
30 Glenbrooke Circle West 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Sympathy to Kitty Wicker Long in the death of 
her sister. Lila Wicker Hunt, October 28, 1976. 
People who have visited overnight with people: 
Caroline Doyle Saunders at Byrd Boisseau Perkin-
so11's: l/arrie11 Yea111ans Mercer and Kill)' Lyle at 
Dell Wil/ia111s S111i1h's during their trip to Maine; 
Harrieu Yea111ans Mercer at Marie Kerser Jor-
dan's: Maude S111i1h Jurgens at E1hel O'Brien 
Harring1on's; Lucy Baird at Charloue Dickinson 
Moore's, at which time Bella Her1:berg Jacobs 
was visited and the three attended a play by a 
playwright they know. 
Other travels: Pauline Conopassi to Maine; 
Kiui- Wicker Long to Richmond twice in October 
when she and Mildred Gus1aj.1·on Donohue had 
lunch together. 
We would like to have suggestions from you 
about our class getting together for a late-spring 
luncheon. 
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Jean Grant Andrews 
403 Mindy Drive 
Largo, Florida 33540 
In the fall, I had a nice visit with La Verne 
Pridc/1· Muse. Her older son, Torn, was married 
last J·une and lives in Birmingham. Will has fin-
ished at U. Va. and is working and living at 
home. I am delighted to announce the birth of 
my first grandchild, Elizabeth Simonne Grant, in 
September. 
This is a big reunion year. The dates are April 
22 and 23. Make your plans now to attend. 
Lila Wicker Hun/ died on October 28, 1976, in 
Stockton. California, of a stroke. She is survived 
by her husband and three children. 
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Molly Warner Stephenson 
1645 Palmetto Street 
Clearwater, Florida 33515 
Gene Shepard Keever writes that her home is a 
"merry-go-round" most of the time and a "roller 
coaster" the rest of the time, which makes me 
doubly appreciate all of her news items. Son Jeff 
received his BA from Richmond College last 
May. Daughter SuLy is a member of West-
hampton 's class of'78. Son Mac, in his third year 
at T.C. Williams Law School, was a "summer 
intern" for the Commonwealth's Attorney and 
could prosecute misdemeanors. A summer high-
light for Mac and Suzy was their participation in 
the National Republican Convention, Mac as a 
first alternate delegate and Suzy as a page. 
Gene and Dick attended the very beautiful 
wedding of Doris lledgepe1h Neal's daughter, 
Nancy Jane, in Roanoke Rapids last June. 
Gene and Billi' Ja,1e Crosb)' Baker wrote of the 
great '44 table · at the Nov.ember 1975. Those 
attending were Doi lhnken, Ann S1ansbury, Be1sy 
Rice, Ann Thn.1s1on Filer, B. J. and Gene, Dick 
and Suzy Keever. Suzy was a darling model 
wearing B. J. 's black velvet evening dress during 
a fashion show of Westhampton clothes. Gene 
also said that B. J. is very active in Westhampton 
alumnae affairs and that she received a standing 
ovation at the last Tea Room luncheon in May 
for her outstanding service in the Book Store. 
Lois lies/er Blackburn's daughter . Alisa, is a 
junior at Westhampton. 
Gloria Tl'ier Robertson's daughter, Robin, en-
tered T.C. Williams Law School this fall. 
Gene's big scoop-Eue/_1·n Josephson has mar-
ried Nathan Levin, a supervisor in the Baltimore 
public schools. She is very busy. Rumor has it she 
is a size 8. Best wishes, E. J. Please write' 
A note from Ellen Mercer Clark Maxwell tells 
of three weeks she and Keith spent in Spain last 
summer when Keith went to speak for an Inter-
national Short Course. 
Lois Kirk,l'Ood Nonh said how proud she felt 
when visiting "Betsy's Bench" at Westhampton 
last summer. Her mother will spend Christmas 
with Lois and Walter in Galesburg and then go 
to Houston with her for her quarterly visit. 
Doi Mon roe Hill and Stonie expect the whole 
family home for Christmas. Fleet, Walter and 3-
year-old Marya live in Amherst, Mass. Brooke 
and Stuart are moving to Winchester. Bob works 
with the State Mental Health Board. And 
Tommy is going great guns at school, as is school 
marm Dot. 
Anne Gordon Neble1's daughter, Norma Anne, 
graduated from Sweet Briar last May, and is 
working at the Consolidated Laboratories in 
Richmond. Anne says they enjoy having her 
home again. Anne works as secretary to her hus-
band. She sent a clipping about Helen Barnes 
/-le11sha"·'s oldest daughter's engagement. Nancy 
is a graduate of H.ollins College, attended the 
Sorbonne in Paris, France and received her mas-
ter's degree from the School of Basic Sciences of 
the Medical College of Virginia. 
Anne McE/ro)' MacKen:ie and Mac had a full 
house at Christ.mas. Daughter Anne Stuart and 
her husband Dave live in Cambridge, Mass. 
where he is working for his doctorate at M.I.T. 
and she is teaching freshman English at North-
western University and getting her masters. Son 
Bill is getting his masters at the U. of L. and 
Doug is a senior at Vanderbilt. 
Norma Sanders Gran/el' and Ed had a com-
bined business trip and ·vacation in Texas last 
September, after which Norma took the long way 
home via Clearwater. It was a great visit. Now 
she writes that they are adding a room to their 
house so that her father may move in with them. 
We have much in common. as we did the same 
thing when Jim's mother moved in with us two 
years ago. 
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Cornelia Reid Rowlett 
8831 Tuckerman Lane 
Potomac, Maryland 20854 
A big "Thank You" is extended to Lelia Phil-
lips Toon<' and the other Richmond girls who 
arranged for our 30th Reunion dinner at the 
Hyatt House-Richmond in May. Those who 
were able to come were Jackie Barnes Wolf, 
Frances Anne Beale Goode, Frances B!eigh1 El-
lio11. Lois Brae/In Baker, Doro/hi' Davis Whi11en-
herger, Jorce 1:;uha11k Todd, Ami· /-lickerson Da/-
1011. Jackie Hodges Walker, Caroline Goode 
Jackson, Virginia La111he1h Sho/H'e/1, Lelia Phil-
lips Toone, Barbara Richie Branch, Anne Beverly 
Rylw1d, Lihhy Tho111pson Sch111id1, Irene While 
Bain, Jeanne While Robeson, MatT Lou Willis 
Barefiml. Jeanne Yea111ans Bax1er, and I. About 
10 husbands joined in the fun. I was hoping that 
the photographer sent by the University would 
use our group picture in the UR Magazine. Sev-
eral of us ordered copies and the picture was 
quite good. Written greetings were sent from 
some who couldn't attend. Elaine Weil Weinberg 
sent best wishes from Palo Alto. California. 
Maril' Peachee Wicker wrote from Chapel Hill, 
N .C., that she would visit her daughter Jane , I 8, 
who is living in Lyon, France, as an "a u pair " 
girl, while attending University there. Peachee 
has a son, 8, and a daughter Beth, who is a junior 
at Meredith College, Raleigh. 
Our sincere sympathy is extended to Marion 
LaH·1on Kin:e_1· whose husband John died Sep-
tember 30, 1975, in Richmond. Marion's younger 
son. Rennie, is teaching at Sargent Reynolds Col-
lege in Richmond, after receiving his Master's 
degree this year from University of Virginia. 
Marion's older son John is with a law firm in 
New York City. 
Our sympathy is extended also to Jeanne Yea-
1nw1 .1· Benfer whose mother died in late N ovem-
ber. and to Aila A rers Holl'ard whose husband 
Dowell died this fall. 
Pa1ricia Husbands Benon will have 3 children 
graduating this May. Pam is in graduate school 
at Tulane in speech therapy, Mark is in law 
school at Washington and Lee College, and Jim 
at the Citadel. 
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Libby Thompson Schmidt's daughter Cathy is 
studying at Oxford for a term. Daughter Lee has 
a son, making Libby a grandmother for the first 
time. 
Our congratulations to A111y Hickerson Dallon 
who has earned her doctorate in Economics. 
Mary Tuck Echols is pursuing her life long 
interest in Art as a teacher at Mary Baldwin 
College, Staunton, where she and husband Jim 
now live. 
Ann Bet: Ryland, who lives nearby in Alexan-
dria , reports that Nookie Richardson Phillips' 
daughter Becky was married this fall in Din-
widdie. 
Marr Frances Bethel Wood and her husband 
Buddy° made a trip to Russia recently. The 
Wood's daughter Cathy is a recent graduate of 
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 
Virginia La111he1h Sholll'e!I is teaching English 
this year at Indiana University, N.W. campus. 
Ding had received a card this past summer from 
Jor ce Euhank Todd who was touring Europe with 
her family and that of Nancy Todd Lell'is. 
B. J. and I with our son Robert, a high school 
senior. drove to Champaign-Urbanna, Illinois, 
for Thanksgiving to visit our older son, Reid, and 
his wife. They are both in graduate school at the 
University of Illinois. 
The Alumnae Office does not have addresses 
for fl £'fen M u111per Dunnaua111, Bel 1_1· Si111pso11 
Breeden, and Eugenia Sasser T1rn111bley. Can you 
help us? Please send me a post card with your 
news before July I, 1977. 
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Margaret Elliott Ownby 
8015 Thom Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Janice Conan/ McCoi- and her mother went to 
Germany last February to see her daughter, hus-
band and their first grandchild. They also visited 
SalLburg, Austria. where Janice's brother-in-law 
lives with his family. She had not seen them in 
over twelve years . In June, Janice's mother and 
father celebrated their fiftieth wedding anni-
versary with an "open house" at their home in 
Chincoteague. Janice is still working, and only 
son, David, a senior at V.P.I. remains at home. 
Eli:ahe1h K oflukian Coll'/es has moved from 
Bartow , Florida to Blytheville. Arkansas. Sidney 
is now manager of Agrico Chemical Company . 
Youngest son, Jim , 17, is a senior in high school, 
and the oldest son, Sid 111, 24, is doing graduate 
work in Biology at McGill University in Mon-
treal. He received his M.S. in Environmental En-
gineering at the University of Florida in Decem-
ber, 1975. Mary, 21, is a junior at Arkansas State 
University. and Martha. 19, is a sophomore at 
the University of Florida. Boo taught eighth 
grade math for two years before moving to Ar-
kan sas, and may do substitute teaching in Blythe-
ville. 
Su:anne Lovern Peeler's daughter, Kathryn, is 
a freshman at Westhampton this year. When Su-
zanne attended the fall orientation for freshmen , 
she saw my daughter, Margaret, helping with 
refreshments, and said she realized instantly that 
she was mine' Kathryn lives in South Court just 
down the hall from Suzanne's old room during 
her senior year. Suzanne's oldest daughter, Mary 
Sue. graduated from William and Mary in June 
and is now working at the Methodist Children's 
Horne in Richmond while her husband continues 
graduate school at V.C.U. The third daughter, 
Eli1abeth, will be college bound in September. 
leaving only Cynthia, a rising tenth grader at 
home. Other classmates of Kathryn this year are 
Do11ie Lloyd S1ine's daughter and Seth Darrow, 
stepdaughter. 
Be11r Hickerson B1111erwor1h and Jack at-
tended the wedding of Emily S111i//1 Po,l'ers' 
daughter, Pam , in September. 
Pw11 Burnside Grar and Elmon toured south-
ern England in early December after a nice stay 
in London. They went to the Cotswolds, Wales 
and down into Devon and Cornwall, and from 
there to Canterbur y via Salisbury Cathedral and 
Brighton. 
Sarah Bishop Wilbourne wrote me a Christmas 
card while recuperating from a serious illness. 
She had spent a month in Retreat Hospital. After 
tests and more tests followed by a series of shots 
she be!lan to improve and is fine now. Everyone, 
1nclud1ng Bish, has been in school. In July she 
plans to return to Chapel Hill to complete the 
thr ee _year North Carolina School of Banking , 
dormitory (co-ed) and all' Sally is at the Univer-
sity of Utah in their dance MFA program, and 
Co nnie is beginning p. t. at UNCG on MA in 
drama. Jan e is a senior at Madison this year. Bish 
writes that Jack and Tom Billinglsey meet every 
mornin g weather permitting week end, year 
round , for ear/I' sunrise tennis workout. 
Par Fuller Gca/i11 and Tom spent Christmas at 
so n. Jamie 's , hom_e this year , and Pat really en-
Joyed the gr_andchildren. Her son, Bill, continues 
to be a strai ght A student at Bradley , and plans 
on gradu ate school after Bradley. 
I saw Peggi · Sume Cu11ni11gha111 shopping just 
hefore her trip to the West Coast. Jerry had 
always wanted to play golf at Pebble Beach, and 
they stayed three nights at the Del Monte Lodge. 
Th ey rented a car in San Francisco , visited the 
Montere y area. Los Angeles. San Diego and Las 
Vegas all in two weeks. Peggy saw Doris Vickers 
LeA roi-ich briefly this summer. She had come to 
visit her par ent s. had dri ven them to Lynchburg 
and stopped to see the Westhampton campus. 
Peggy said that Dori s had not changed one bit in 
fifteen years. Peggy also had lunch with Mario11 
Auehl Kor.1·1, who was with us at Westhampton 
for two year s. She and her husband were in Be-
thesda. Mar yland for a year while he did research 
for the health department. After Bethesda. Ma-
rion and her husband returned to Madison , Wis-
consin. where he ha s a private practice and 
teaches at the University. 
Our sympathy to Jean and Johnny Biscoe at 
the pa ssing of Johnny' s father Christmas week. 
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Virginia Sims 
1211 W. 45th St. 
Richmond, Virginia 23225 
Mr s. Robert K. Maiden of Meadowview . Vir-
ginia. ann ounced the marriage of her daughter. 
Dr. Joan11a Crans/on Maiden , to Mr. Russell U. 
Owe ns o f Bristol. Virginia. The ceremony was 
held at the bride's home August 14, 1976. Mr. 
Owe ns ha s thr ee children : Sharon (Mrs. Robert 
Leonard) Dennis, and Janet (Mr s. Gary Taylor). 
He is director of the Abingdon Field Office of 
Special Program s. Dr . Owen s is director of the 
loca l hea lth department s in the Mount Rogers 
Plannin g District for the Stat e Health Depart-
ment. She has also_ been a medical missionar y of 
the So uthern Bapti st Con vention to Nigeria. 
Win S chanen Mi1chell mo ved in August to Bir-
mingha m. Son. Paul. is a sophom ore at the Uni-
vers ity of South Carolina . Laura is a junior in 
high schoo l. Karen graduated from Univer sity of 
G eo rgia and is working in Birmingham. 
Ma rjorie Parsons 01ven's daught er. Nancy. has 
hccn accepted at Westhampton. 
M aryanne Bugg La111ber1 teaches third grade. 
She ha s two daughter s: one is in Clinch Valley 
Co llege and the other is in high school. 
. A illy. Rose11herger Garber's son graduated 
fro m Richm ond Coll ege in May and in June he 
ma rr ied Debbie Terr y. a Ma y graduate of West-
ha mpt on. A nother so n. Donald. graduated from 
Willia m and Ma ry thi s year. He is now attending 
Duke do ing graduate work in physics. The 
yo ungest son. Chip. is a high school senior. 
Gracie Clau/er Keys spent an evening with 
Fra11nie Cha11dler Long. She is director of a Mon-
tcso rri Schoo l in Ja ckson ville . 
Mary Sulli van Tinden's husband. Cecil , is a 
schoo l admin_istrator in Port Wa shington. Son, 
Cl1fTord . 1s a Junior at Indiana Univer sity major-
ing 111 Jo urnali sm. Daughter , Cindy , is a fresh-
man at U niversity o f Minne sota in the School of 
Architecture . Son, Sidney , is a junior in high 
school. In the morn111gs Mary works with chil-
dren with learning disabilities as a Teacher aide 
in an elementary school. She is organist-choir 
director at the Roslyn Methodist Church. 
Josephine Mar1ens took a course to improve 
her typing skill. In August she tore a gash 111 her 
left leg and had ten stitches taken in it. 
Louise Covinf{IOn Randall visited Virginia in 
September. While here she toured Williamsburg. 
Husband. Harry, is the new minister to the three 
hundred members of their Un ited Methodist 
Church. Daughter . Jennifer, is in first year of 
nursin~ at Loretto Heights College . Daughter, 
Jane , 1s study111g account111g at Southwestern 
College. Winfield. Kansas. 
Libbie Givens Pierce's son, John, and Joyce 
Bells Pierce's son . John. are in Europe on an 
Eurail tour of various countries. 
Ann Dorsey Hu111er's son, Joe Jr. , is in Chris-
tian Brothers College in Memphis. 
Ellen Large111 Per/111an and husband, Al. have 
moved to London. There he has a new position-
the Deputy Public Affairs Officer. 
'52 Mary Ann Coates Edel 618 Overhill Road Birmingham, Michigan 48010 
_I' ve asked Lou Tull Mashburn to tell us some-
th111g of her work which sounded so interesting at 
last reunion. She and her husband had just re-
turned from a vacation which combined work 
with pleasure . They attended the International 
Congress of Biochemistry in Hamburg , Germany 
and from there followed two weeks in Denmark 
and Norway. The height of the trip was a steamer 
voyage up the coast of Norway to the North 
Cape and the land of _the midnight_ sun' They 
have _left New York Cny and Lou IS presently 
asso_ciate professor of B1ochem1stry at the Uni-
versit y of Tennessee Center for Health Sciences 
in Memphis. Her husband, Art , will join the 
sa_me department the first of the year. Lou again , 
will be vice chairman for Administrative Affairs 
and the Basic Science coordinator for an Inter-
disciplinary Government contract to study brain 
tumor treatment with nutrition in addition to 
surgery and chemotherapy. She is very excited 
about her new work and well she should be! I'm 
sure the class joins me in sending our best wishes 
and congratulations. I would like to suggest at 
this time that all of you send to me before reun-
ion a brief description of the positions you hold 
and your titles . 
I also need current addresses for: Kalherine 
Li//le Dupu_1· Aljrie11d. Benie Jarrell Nye and A 1111 
Tharpe McCa11n, Diz:r S1Uar1-A!exander and 
Lou Tull Mashhum. · 
I have little Christmas news from your cards. I 
think we are all struggling to keep our heads 
above water as the pace accelerates. Georgie 
McTeer Cooke spent Thanksgiving in the hospi-
tal following an appendectomy. Other than her 
hospitalization . the first year of retirement in 
Beauford agrees with them. Dawes is at the Uni-
versity of South Carolina Law School and Betsy 
is a junior at Rollins . 
Lelia Ada111s Gannon and her husband, Jim , 
have bought a home in Elmhurst, Illinois. Lelia is 
taking a brief respite from work and enjoying 
stay111g home. Her son , John. graduated from 
college last year and was married in November. 
Steve is in his second year at University of Il-
linois. Lelia said that they had a nice trip through 
the Smokies last year and to Nags Head and 
finally through Virginia. 
Mo111_r Wiley Schulle and her family moved to 
Texas in June. They are happily settled in a large 
planned community twenty-five miles from 
Houston. Her son, Larry. is in his first year at 
Louisiana State University. The girls are in-
volved with school activities and scouts. Monty 
will visit Virginia this summer but unfortunately 
reunion in April is too early to include with their 
vacation. 
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Char/o//e Babb Ed111011ds writes that her daugh-
ter , Anne. 1s Westhampton bound in the fall. 
Sue Pe1ers Hall. Bell)' Snead Herber/ and I 
have daughters at_ Mary Baldwin College. My 
daughter, Cary , said that she met and visited in 
Lou Gladding Sheilon's home while visiting in 
Martinsville but didn 't realize who Lou was at 
the time. 
Anne Simpson Turner is a grandmother! Little 
Clay is a year old and he just moved back on the 
farm with his parents Thanksgiving. -
Bell)' Ed111onds Dunn and Eleanor Bradford 
Tune// both excitedly wrote that they ran into 
each other 111 London in September! Betty , Jane 
0:/111 Gwen and Ji/ Lobach Graybeal were all on 
the University of Richmond tour together. It is 
1ndeed a small world! Betty 's son , James loves 
East Carolina. Kirk is a junior in high scho,ol and 
Julie a sophomore. Eleanor 's son, Bradford, is a 
sophomore_ at North Carolina State and daugh-
ter, Leslie , 1s at Meredith in Raleigh. 
. If you have any photographs etc. which you 
wish 1ncluded in the class scrapbook, please send 
them to me 1mmed1ately or bring them along to 
show us in April if you prefer. 
. If you have any photographs etc. which you 
wish included in the class scrapbook , please send 
them to me immediately or bring them along to 
show us in April if you prefer. 
'56 Ann Carol Yeaman Malcolm RD #1 Box 310 Sunbury, Pennsylvania 17801 
Margie Ka11111er Snaders son, Doug, is running 
cross-country track 111 his second year at Rich-
mond College and daughter Debbie is a freshman 
in commercial art at Penn State. Margie is sub-
stitute teaching. 
Beu1· Bri11k/e_1· Hayward and family have 
moved from New Jersey to Oklahoma City where 
John is now Senior_ Compensation Manager with 
Kerr McGee , an OIi and energy company. Their 
children Jayne, 9, and David, 7, attend an open 
classroom school for the first time . Betty still 
bowls and plays tennis every week . David won an 
all-expenses paid trip to Miami, a rental car , 
spending money , _and two tickets to the Orange 
Bowl game for his parents when his name was 
drawn in a Burger King contest. 
Edi1h _Borjes Greer wrote they have moved to 
Woodbridge, Va. ,-"outer suburbia" in terms of 
commuting to the Washington area. 
A Christmas letter from Eliza Huhhle Severt 
and Jim brought _news of their continued activity 
111 church and c1v1c_a_ffa1rs. Son Jim. 14. deepened 
his interest 111 pol1t1cs by working in last fall 's 
campaign. He rode in the same car with Eliza-
beth Taylor when she came to Martinsville on 
behalf of a candidate. 
Last winter Nick and I flew to the warm South 
Pacific, visited his brother and family on their 
ranch near Nelson , New Zealand , and literally 
flew or drove over the entire South Island. Then 
we toured parts of Australia from the very cos-
mopolitan Sydney to the delightful, picturesque 
Hobart, Tasmania. The final four days we spent 
in Tahiti. 
It was _great to see so many of you last spring at 
our reunion, but we'd like to hear from the rest of 
you too-from Fay While Chi/ion and Charlie 
wh_o. are missionaries in the Philippines, from 
Bngtlle Z1ck111an1el Reitner in Canada. and those 
of you 1n more distant states. Does anyone have a 
current address for Ann App , Kay Mac Mullen, or 
C harlo//e Murray Ra111sey? Please send news to 
me or A(u,e S1uar1 Har1z Garnell, 3848 Brook 
Road, Richmond, Virginia 23227 by June I for 
inclusion in our next news. 
'58 Nancy Goodwyn Hill 11733 Dewberry Lane Chester, Virginia 23831 
Viole/ Moore Neal and family have moved to 
South Boston, Ya. where Jack is working in real 
estate and Violet is teaching science. 
Carol Brie Griffi1hs and Harold have just fin-
ished a scuba course which they plan to use when 
the family vacat ions in Hawaii next year . Har-
o ld's practice in plastic surgery continues to do 
well and Carol finds conducting the baby and 
school clinics at their local health district very 
rewarding. Elizabeth, now a seventh grader, was 
selected as the top sixth grader from her school 
last year: and Jimmy, a fourth grader, who enjoys 
reading and ski ing, is quite a good student too. 
Gene and Sarah Ashburn Holder's son, John, is 
at Lees-McRae College in Banner Elk, N.C. 
Sarah and Gene attended homecoming this fall 
and Sarah played in the W.C. Alumnae Tennis 
Tournament w ith Cora Sue Elmore Spruill. Nancy 
Pricke11 Yarbrough, Jean Anderson Farmer and 
others from the class of '57. 
Mani Haislip Padge/1 writes that Puggy is now 
tax manager for his company and she is teaching 
a Math Lab for 8th and 9th graders while contin-
u ing to work on her Master 's. Rob, a tenth gra-
der, wrestles at 144 lbs. for his high school and 
Randy is president of his 7th grade homeroom. 
Ransone and Carolyn Moss Hartz's son, 
Jimmy, who is 15, advanced to the rank of Eagle 
Scout this fall. 
Carolyn S111ith Yarbrough and Dabney went to 
New Orleans in October and the whole family 
spent Thanksgiving in Virginia this year. Carolyn 
stays busy with Garden Club work, teaching 
Sunday School, and serving as membership 
chairman for the Charleston Tennis Club. Erroll 
Anne. 14, plays tennis and spent most of the 
summer in tournaments: this past year she was 
number I in Charleston in the girls 12-14 age 
group. Champ, 13, managed to break his arm 
twice during '76-once on a skateboard and once 
in football scrimmage: Walker is in kindergarten . 
Elinor Delong Belk and Sam have opened a 
pancake house in Vienna: Sam is still with I BM. 
We Hills visited Nancy Jane Cyrus Bains and 
family brieAy during Christmas and learned that 
Anne Hile Owen Hu.'Jand and Otis were in Italy 
for six weeks last summer and spent a few days in 
Virginia before going back to Houston. 
'60 Em St. Clair Key 2632 Devonwood Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23235 
Mary Frances Gibbs Irvin is living in Coral 
Gables, Fla. Her husband. George, is a surgeon 
at the University of Miami School of Medicine. 
Mary Frances and George plus six-year-old Lee 
vacationed last year in San Francisco, at the 
Homestead and in Vail, Colo. At home Mary 
Frances is busy with 18-month-old Catherine, 
tennis and cooking classes. 
Pal Hunt Worthington lives in the Miami area. 
She and husband recently added a boy to their 
two girls . Pat is an orchid expert and will babysit 
with orchids while the grower is out of town. 
Jeanelle McWilliams Welsh visited with Kay 
Lacy Brinkley in Newport News last summer. 
Kay, husband and two boys are awaiting a move 
into their new home . Kay works for NASA in 
Hampton. 
Dodie Tyrrell surprised me with a visit in No-
vember. She had visited Gloria Vie~ener Price 
and husband George outside New York City. 
Gloria is working with her husband in his law 
practice and is adding more rooms to their home. 
Next stop for Dodie was Chevy Chase, Mary-
land at the home of Gloria Greenfield Harris. 
Gloria frequently visits with Bonnie Clarke Rice 
and husband , Ray. Gloria is an adjunct professor 
at American University and also sees private 
patients . She was recently filmed for "Today's 
Woman" (for national t.v. showing) where she 
was recognized as a leader in the field of assertive 
training for women. 
Judy Cyrus Walker and I served coffee and tea 
at the Homecoming meeting of alumnae. We en-
joyed seeing Jane Morris Dobyns and Meuriel 
Webb who were representing the class of 1960. 
I'm teaching two classes of algebra again this 
year at the Collegiate Boys School. My husband 
and I enjoyed a meeting-vacation in Miami 
Beach in October and recently a short trip to 
Roanoke for my 20-year high school reunion. 
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Judith Acree Hansen 
18 I Longstreet A venue 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 2240 I 
I am sure you join me in extending our ex-
pression of love and sympathy to Jane Thompson 
Ke111per. whose father died in July. Even though 
we recognized Mr. Thompson's extensive contri-
butions in the field of space research at NASA, it 
was his personal simplicity and his humor which 
touched many of "Thomps" classmates at West-
hampton. 
Ca1herine Carr Elver/on sends news of the 
birth of her first son. She and Ed enjoy living in 
"Sunny Florida", where Cathy has continued her 
free-lance writing and Ed works long hours set-
ting up the new school of dentistry in Gainesville. 
Libby Wampler Jarrell and her family spent 
Christmas beside a "new hearth ," having re-
cently moved into their newly-built home. And 
Christmas card notes revealed that Gail Glover 
Cha111lee and Bill also had "new digs" for Christ-
mas. 
Nancy Richardson went south for Christmas-
from Boston to Virginia-and wrote a note en-
route to say she's still in Boston, working at 
Boston University and Andover-Newton Theo-
logical Seminary. She's sharing a 100-year-old, 8-
room house with some friends and says the back 
yard was big enough for a vegetable garden and 
Aowers last summer. 
Barbara Davies Brewer has seen her youngest 
off in kindergarten this year but has filled her 
time with teaching art at a local craft store and at 
home. 
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Jane Bibb Ranson 
P. 0. Box 505 
Fork Union, Virginia 23055 
Glenda Nicholas Burk reports that Pat is now 
practicing at the McGuire Clinic . Glenda, Pat 
and their I I-year-old son live in Kingsley in 
Richmond. She recently visited Mary Jo Tusing 
McKesson at her new home in Brandermill in 
Richmond. Mary Jo is teaching in Chesterfield 
County and her husband works in Amelia, Ya. 
Glenda had also heard from Lois Gail Davis, who 
is teaching in Virginia Beach. 
Joyce Sanford Bri11ingha111. Jim and Laura 
have moved to Montgomery. Jim is attending Air 
Commanct and Staff College and is also working 
on his Master's degree. He will finish in June. 
Eli~ahe1h Morris Meador reports the birth of 
Joshua Morgan Meador. Elizabeth stays busy 
keeping children for working mothers. Her hus-
band teaches at Wayne Community College. 
Leuy Sloan Maller writes that they have 
moved to Leesburg, Ya. and are fixing over an 
old Victorian house. 
Heard from Caroh-n Wiltshire Webb that Con-
nie Zrno Rigel and Reuben are in St. Louis. Both 
the children are in school which has enabled 
Connie to work at the Divorce Counseling Cen-
ter. She is exploring other possibilities in the 
counseling field. Carolyn and Les stay quite busy 
on weekends with their new river cottage. 
Polly McDm,·ell Wa1ers, Jerry and their two 
children have moved to West Chester, Penn. 
Polly is involved in the activities of the children's 
school. She and Jerry had a marvelous trip to 
Monte Carlo last June. 
Bill, the children and I stay quite busy with our 
country life. On our vacation to the beach this 
summer we stopped by and had a visit with Anne 
B/i1ch Siler and Russ. 
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Linda Powers Massaro 
8523 Betterton Court 
Vienna, Virginia 22180 
A few members of our class dropped me notes 
over the Christmas holiday. Pa111 Buss Inman 
wrote from Austin, Texas, "By next year this 
time, we should be ready to move to another 
university community and Chuck can start teach-
ing accounting. These four years have been great, 
but a financial struggle, too . Our son (Charlie) is 
a pistol: so full of life, very loving and energetic." 
My old apartment-mate Carl)' Richards Pinchak 
wrote, "Tom is with First Virginia Bank (Roan-
oke, Ya.)-a change since last year to a newer 
bank and up a few notches. I'm still teaching. 
Have been taking a few programming courses 
hoping to get a job in the computer field next 
year. Deane and Nelle are growing well and 
keeping us on our toes. " 
I ran into Karla Brmrnmiller Morrell and 
Lance at a Christmas party Susan Lee Harris and 
Paul had at their home. I was suffering with 
laryngitis from a cold and too many Christmas 
parties but I did find out that Karla is studying 
nursing in the spare time she can find from taking 
care of Jason. They both said they missed the 
West Coast and would seriously considering 
moving back out there if the opportunity arose. 
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Rachel Pierce Price 
26 Eltisley A venue 
Cambridge, England CB 3 9JG 
U.S. 
Two of our classmates welcomed daughters 
into their homes in August: Sallie Stone Cook 
and Marshall are now parents of Sarah Chilton: 
Diane Tarkington Biehn and Peter have added 
Carrie Asher to their family (their son, Andrew, 
three, is quite pleased.) 
Becky Waggoner Beck is working on a masters 
degree in business at U.R. 
Judy Johnson Mall'yer , who is still teaching 
elementary music in Hanover, was a counselor 
with me at Virginia Music Camp again this year. 
Marshall Taylor's job with the Department of 
State recently took her to the U.N. for three 
weeks. after which she vacationed with relatives 
in Pound Ridge, New York and on Lake Win-
nepesaukee, New Hampshire. 
Janet U1ley Wi111111er is busy with her daughter 
Julie but still has managed to return to teaching. 
Wendy Bryan/ is back from France. 
Beth Robbins De Bergh and Jimmie are living 
at Pleasant View in Washington, Virginia, his 
father's homeplace. They are the sixth generation 
to live in this log, stone, and brick house. She 
teaches kindergarten in Front Royal and he is 
with the State Health Department. 
While attending law school at the University of 
Louisville, Vivian Stephenson Clingenpeel is 
clerking for a firm of 15 lawyers to gain practical 
experience . 
In the early fall. Susan Tarkinglon Tho111as 
spent a week in New York City visiting a cousin 
who lives in Central Park West. 
Marleen Bareji>rd Yoder has finished her first 
year of nursing school in Pittsburgh during which 
time she worked in a nursing home. Gene com-
pleted his internship and received his license this 
past summer. 
Ann Tootelian Norris and Rob have moved to 
his hometown of Tappahannock. 
Jeanie McFall Si111ar and John have returned 
from a tour of duty with the Army in Germany 
and are now stationed in Georgia. 
Be Be DeBergh Green and Alex have a lovely 
old home in Leesburg. She is working for Conti-
nental Telephone and he is with First and Mer-
chants Bank. He hopes to get his MBA soon. 
Liz Shi/jle11e Cox and Bill have moved to Au-
burn, Mass. where he is a child psychologist at a 
menta l hea lth center. Thi s past summer he was 
awa rded his Ed. D. in Coun seling and she re-
ceived her Ce rtificate of Ad vanced Study in 
Counse ling. 
u\\'e11 Fle1cher Duncan has add ed officiating for 
the Virginia High School League basketball to 
her busy schedule. 
Ma rilib 1/enry Price is active in ballet, golfing , 
bicycling, and the Officers' Wives Club while 
Sam has begun a new job o f teaching at the Army 
Quart ermasters School. Last summer the y ran 
into Carol Bro1t'n Thompson and Ken at Myrtle 
Beach. Caro l is trave ling with Ken this year 
whose jo b takes him a ll ove r the Virginias and 
Caro linas . 
Na11n· Clecinger Sara was substitute choral 
di recto r at Blacksbur g High Schoo l and Middle 
Schoo l this fa ll. 
Na11cr Boyki 11 saw me off at Kenned y Airport 
in A ugus t. She has her own studio apartment in 
New Yo rk on 76th Street. At the mo111ent she's 
wor king for a psychiatri st who is writing a book 
on the Middle Ages . Her actin g took her to the 
city. She did a coupl e o f shows in repertor y for 
the A111erican T heater Co mpany, an off-off 
Broa dway T heater. last spri ng. During the su111-
mcr she un derstudi ed Kath erine (Mer yl Streep) 
in Joseph Papp 's Ce ntral Park production of 
Henry V. Among the stars were Paul Rudd , Mi-
chael Moriar ity, and Sa111 Wat erston. She also 
has played the part o f a nur se on " As the World 
Turn s'' and is to do a fil111 in Janu ary, 
Steve an d I are hav ing a 111arvelous stay in 
Ca 111bridge exper iencing a taste o f English life. 
Ove r the Christma s holidays we spent two weeks 
tour ing the southwest of the countr y. I a111 teach-
ing English full-time at a loca l language school 
and have so111e piano stud ents at an Air Force 
base nearby. 
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Mary Ann Liggan 
7106 River Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Reuere Alle11 was marri ed in June . 1976 to 
Grayson Snea d Jo hn son. an attorn ey practicing 
in Ashlan d. Va. Revere is a bran ch 111anager for 
Security Federa l Savings and Loa n Association. 
She and Grayso n are now living in Rich111011d, 
but plan to move to Rockv ille in western Hano-
ver Coun ty as soo n as their house is complet ed. 
J ean Dagenhart is assis tant buyer for Ladies 
Ca reer Spo rtswea r at Thalhi111er 's and lives in St. 
Johns Woo ds with Lileen Fosler and Donna Per-
si11g. Eileen teaches in C hesterfield Co unt y and 
Don na is with C&P Te leph one Co 111pany. 
Cindy Nunis is a cost acco unt ant for Reynold s 
Meta ls Co mpany and was tra nsferred to Pho e-
nix. Ari1. in Nove 111ber, 1976. Cindy drove her 
Capr i out there and descr ibed it as a long dri ve. 
Ti11a Ma r.\'lon is now a 111arketing representative 
for IBM. Janet Ferrell. a lso with IB M . spent two 
weeks in Poug hkeepsie. N.Y. in December 1976. 
A 111e Draine return ed to Lak e Erie College in 
Painesvil le. O hio on Janu ary 2 to complete her 
degree in horse mans hip . She will att end a semi-
nar course and will help to manage a stabl e with 
severa l ho rses. An ne Gordon is in the U niversity 
o f Virgin ia Law Schoo l and will graduate in 
May. 
fa.:a111 McLai11 /f a1cher is workin g full ti111e as a 
secreta ry in a tra nsportat ion omce on the post 
where she and Do n are station ed in north ern 
Ger111any. Do n wor ks dow nstair s in the finan ce 
oflke where he is now a first lieutenant. Th ey 
have visited Luxembourg. N ure111burg, and Mu-
ni ch where Don loved the Olympic Village and 
Kam enjoyed the art ga llery packed with Rub ens 
and three Ra ph ae l Mado nn as. Ka111 wrot e that 
the Hofbrau hous. Ge rmany's mos t fa111ous beer 
hal l. was an exper ience. T hey also dro ve to the 
co ncentrat ion camp at Dac hau. Don is playing 
bas ketba ll and Kam is work ing on two corr e-
sponde nce courses fro111 the Un iversity of Vir-
ginia. 
Diane Mac // ror Mo11cure and Henry have 
moved into a th ree bedroom brick ran ch house 
on Mayland Drive in the West End of Rich-
111011d. 
Paule/le Posey Parker and Paul are excited 
over the birth of their daughter, Kristina Wade, 
on Septe111ber 18, 1976. Paulette will be awarded 
the baby cup for the first daughter born to a 
member of our class since graduation. unless an-
other 111e111ber of our class gave birth to a daugh-
ter before Septe111ber 18, 1976. Please let us 
know ' Paulette writes that Kristina was born a 
week after she started law school. Paul has taken 
a fellowship in nephrology at the University of 
Iowa and they plan to 111ove to Iowa City this 
su111111er. They presently live in Hartford, Conn. 
We have had several marriages in our class. 
Do1111a lfiggi11botha111 and Aubrey Rosser were 
111arried in Orange. Va. on July 3 I. 1976. Susan 
Lindler and Ned Stevenson were 111arried in Rich-
111ond on August 14, I 976 as were Grace Robin-
so11 and Will den Hartog. 
I a111 still at MCV in the Bacteriology lab. I 
keep busy in the evenings taking courses in oil 
painting, drawing. astrology and crochet. I a111 
also active in the Shockoe Valley Chapter of the 
A111erican Business Women's Association here in 
Rich111ond, and the Rich111ond branch , A111erican 
Association of University Wo111en. as well as the 
Janet Randolph chapter of the United Daughters 
of the Confederacy. 
Please send me a short note about your activi-
ties, any news you wish to com111unicate to 111em-
bers of our class , and birth or 111arriage an-
nounce111ents. 
'76 
Bonnie Louise Ritchie 
Rt. 5 West Leigh 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 
Kay La111ber1 is assistant physical director at 
the Salisbury-Rowan. N.C. , YMCA. She is re-
spon sible for all aquatic, gymnastic and wo111en's 
acti vities. She is also the gy111nastic team coach. 
Cindy Kaye is at Tulane. She' s working hard 
taking 111edical 111icrobiology, advanced bioche111-
istry and then some. She lives two blocks fro111 
the French Quarter , right on the Mississippi 
River. 
Cindy Peake is in graduate school in the Col-
lege of Health , Physical Education and Recrea-
tion at Pennsylvania State University. Her area 
of specialization is "Psychosocial Di111ensions of 
Physical Activity. " 
Mvra Binns is the ad111inistrative assistant to 
the executive director of the Marine Technology 
Societ y. She's writing grant proposals to founda-
tions. writing 111e111berships and other letters and 
writing book reviews for the Marine Technology 
Soci e1_1· Joumal. She 's living at ho111e in Northern 
Virginia for the ti111e being and does creative 
writing in her spare ti111e. 
Ginny Bosll'inkle is living in Newport News 
and working for Liebherr-A111erica in their draft-
ing depart 111ent. 
Peggy Green Marsh is doing graduate work in 
Biology at the Univer sity of Florida , Gainesville. 
Debbie Hino is in graduate school at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Knoxville studying school 
psycholog y. 
Ru1hanne Gia111111i11orio is living in Northern 
Virginia and working at the Co111111onwealth At-
torne y's office. She is filling in her spare time 
working as a part-ti111e organist. 
Cassie Ke1111edy is in her first year at George 
Wythe Law School at the College ofWillia111 and 
Mar y. 
Peggy Lu111 is biding her ti111e in Petersburg 
working. while searching for a job where she can 
use her busine ss sense and artistic talents to the 
fullest. 
Ww1da S1arke is living in Washington. D.C. 
She is in the Graduate School of Howard Univer-
sity. studying Political Science, specializing in 
Publi c Ad111inistration and A111erican Govern-
111ent. She is also working as the student assistant 
in the Office of Public Affairs of the U.S. Equal 
E111ploy111ent Opportunity Co111111ission. 
Ka1hy Gregory Bell was married to Tom Bell 
(U. of R .. 1974) on May 29, I 976. They are living 
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in Giesser, Ger111any where To111 is stationed as a 
lieutenant in the ar111y. Kathy is doing graduate 
work with Boston University while working for 
the Depart111ent of Defense. In their spare time, 
they are traveling around Europe. 
Julia Ball served as a su111mer missionary for 
the Virginia State BSU of the Southern Baptist 
Convention in England and Scotland this past 
su111mer. She worked pri111arily with A111erican 
Military Families and was able to tour Europe 
for a couple of weeks before co111ing home. 
Kathy Boepple is working on her 111aster of 
library science degree at George Peabody College 
for Teachers in Nashville , Tenn. She finishes in 
May and will then be working in Henrico 
County. 
Siclne S1ock111an Campbell was e111ployed by 
Aetna Life Insurance Company as a salaried 
group 111arketing representative in February, 
1976. She was then assigned to Nashville , Tenn .. 
including the territory of all of 111iddle Tennessee. 
She was 111arried to Steven D. Ca111pbell (SBA-
1973) on Septe111ber 4, 1976. 
Andi Eichberg is working for IBM in Washing-
ton. D.C. as a marketing representative. She 
spent three 111onths of training in McLean, Va. 
and then sales school for a 111onth in Dallas , Tex. 
Missy Buffing/On is living in New York and 
works as supervisor and account representative 
for "Kelly Girl." 
Debra lioswell Williams and her husband Don 
have a house now in Chesapeake, Va. Debbie 
took the summer off and played housewife: how-
ever. she is now working in a new bank in Chesa-
peake. 
Joan Wilson Hay111ens was 111arried to Derick 
Haymens on May 22. 1976. They are living in 
Norfolk. While Derick works , Joan is a student 
at Eastern Virginia Medical School. 
Mary James Snidow was 111arried to David Sni-
dow, (SBA-1975). They are living in Annapolis 
where David is the assistant tennis coach at the 
Naval Academy. Mary is substitute teaching in 
the Annapolis area schools. 
A 111ie M. Lowe is a first-year 111aster of divinity 
student at Gordon-Conwell Theological Se111i-
nary in South Ha111ilton, Mass. , which is in con-
junction with the Boston Theological Institute. 
She is also doing co-therapy with a psychologist 
in a local co111111unity health center. A111ie's 
mother died suddenly this su111111er and she 
wishes to thank 111any of you for all your sincere 
condolences. 
Nancy Kirkland McKay. our illustrious song 
leader, is as busy as ever. Nancy and John are 
living in Danville. Ky. Nancy is teaching music in 
the Boyle County School Syste111. She teaches 
fifth and sixth grade band. seventh and eighth 
grade chorus and general 111usic one through six. 
at Perryville School. She is also a part-ti111e in-
structor at Centre College of Kentucky where she 
teaches a Music Ed. course to junior Ele111entary 
Education majors. She is singing in her hus-
band's church choir as well as helping hi111 with 
his junior choir and little children 's choir. She is 
also singing with the Centre College Choir and 
was the soprano soloist when they perfor111ed 
Vivaldi's Gloria. 
Helen Kay Ellsworth is <:111ployed by the Civil 
Service at Fort Monroe in Ha111pton, Va. She is a 
public infor111ation specialist intern (journalis111 
field). She will be in training for two years before 
she graduates as a public information specialist. 
She works as a civilian for the Depart111ent of the 
Army. 
Marcia French is teaching second grade at 
Fork Union Ele111entary School in Fluvanna 
County while living in Charlottesville. 
Debra Terry Garber was married to John Gar-
ber (U of R 1976). They are now living in Cincin-
nati , Ohio , where Debbie has obtained her Ohio 
Certification and is substitute teachin_g. 
Jean Hagood is teachi'ng first grade while living 
in Leesburg. Va. 
Tenita Pal111er is teaching 111ath at Alleghany 
County High School, grades 8-12 , in Cov-
ington. Va. 
Jeanne Van Diuender is currently enrolled in 
the graduate progra111 at the University of Vir-
ginia. She is working on her Ph.D. in Chemistry. 
Cynthia Lind is teaching Latin and German in 
York High School at Yorktown, Va. She has an 
apartment in Yorktown and living on the river. 
Debbie Rawls is doing graduate study in music 
at the University of Richmond. 
Carol Byrd and Susan S1one are participating 
in the fun times at the Medical College of Vir-
ginia. Carol is "enjoying" the Medical School 
while Susan has "fun" in the Dental School. 
Ka//1y Po/fer " house-sat" in Richmond this 
summer with Elizabe1h Gay and worked as sum-
mer youth director at River Road chu_rch. Kathy 
is now working for Thalh1mer s in their advertis-
ing department as a copywriter. . .. 
Gail Carabella is employed by Bank of V1rgm1_a 
Company as an assistant in the personnel d1v1-
sion. She has been conditionally accepted into 
the graduate program at the School of Business 
and plans to begin work on her MBA in January. 
Susie A1111 Black Boyd was married to Stephen 
James Boyd (U of R 1975) on June 5, 1976. Susie 
Ann is presently employed as an artist for 
Seebo's Creations. They are living in Richmond. 
Susan Ladd is a first grade teacher at Ratcliffe 
Elementary School in Henrico County. She is 
also singing with the Community and Friends of 
the University of Richmond, CAFUR. 
Pa111 Marston has decided to try medicine. af-
ter majoring in psychology. She is presently tak-
ing courses at VCU that she needs 1n order to 
apply to medical school. 
Sophisla S1a111es is working for First and Mer-
chants National Bank in Richmond. She is in the 
Money Market Center where buying and selling 
of bonds take place. 
Karen Horne is teaching at Aylett County Day 
School in Millers Tavern which is in Essex 
County. She teache s math and science to sixth 
and seventh graders. 
Ka1herine LeRaye Bunn went to Skowhegan 
School of Painting and Sculpture in Skowhegan, 
Maine for the summer. She is now attending 
VCU as a spec ial student taking studio art 
classes. 
Rwhie Hurley is teaching kindergarten at 
Crestview Elementary in Henrico County. 
Cyn1hia Foutch Holl is a kindergarten teacher 
at J. B. Watkins Elementary School in 
Chesterfield County. 
Paula Adams is working at Reynolds Metal. 
She is an administrative staff assistant in Human 
Resource Development. She helps to coordinate 
the training programs that Reynolds offers to its 
employees. 
Becky Liggan is attending the Graduate School 
of Occupational Therapy at the Medical College 
of Virginia. This is a two year course, leading to 
an M .S. She has been working with cerebral pal-
sied children at a school and therapeutic center. 
Sue Irwin, our hard-working class president , is 
living in Richmond and teaching tenth grade 
physical education at Lee Davis High School in 
Hanover County. This spring she is coaching 
girl's softball. 
t·111ily Coppedge is living with Nancy Larri-
more, working at the pet store in Regency 
Square, taking additional classes and throwing 
wild parties. 
Nancy Edwards and Lynn Goodwin are living 
together in Chippenham Village. Nancy is an 
admissions counselor at the University of Rich-
mond. Lynn is the office manager for Delegate 
Ira Lechner's campaign for Lieutenant Gover-
nor. Four doors down from them live Anne Han-
kins, Holly Gronn and myself. Anne is teaching 
sixth and seventh grade language arts at Gandy 
Elementary School in Ashland. Holly is also 
teaching Language Arts with fifth graders at Beu-
lah Elementary School in Chesterfield County. I 
am trying to drag out college life one more year 
by pretending to still live in the dorm. I am just 
having fun and substitute teaching all over in 
Chesterfield, Henrico and Richmond. 
Engagements 
1975 Bobbi Lynn Heilman and Genious C. Hud-
gins, R '72, April wedding planned. 
Marriages 
1976 Kathy (jregory and Tom Bell, May 29, 
1976. 
Sid11e S1ock111a11 and Steven D. Campbell, Sep-
tember 4. 
Mary James and David Snidow. 
Debi·a Terry and John Garber. 
Births 
1962 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elverston (Cmhy 
Carr), a son , Timothy St. Cloud, December 7, 
1965 Mr. and Mrs. Winfrey Carter (Anne Poin-
dexter), a daughter, Jennifer Mitchell, February 
2, 1977. 
1969 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 0. Cooney (Cath-
erine Haruey), a daughter , Catherine Elizabeth, 
November 8, 1977. 
Deaths 
R.F.1.-W.C.R. Mrs. Sue Woolfolk Row/e11 of 
Richmond , May 14, 1976. 
Miss Anna Elizabe1h Welsh of Richmond, Dec. 3, 
1976. Mill Welsh taught in the Richmond pub-
lic schools for 40 years before her retirement in 
1964. During her career she taught classes at 
Chimborazo, Bellevue and Highland Park ele-
mentary schools. . 
1920 Mrs. Philena Vaughan Allen of Richmond , 
Dec. 31, 1976. Mrs. Allen was a teacher and 
librarian in the Richmond public schoo ls until 
her retirement. 
1922 Mrs. Reba Dudley Hash of Roanoke, Oct. 
25, 1976. Mrs. Hash taught at Jackson Junior 
High School, Jefferson High School and was a 
visiting teacher for over 30 years . She served as 
president of the Roanoke City Education As-
sociation and the Roanoke Chapter of the 
American Association of University Women. 
Mrs. Margarel Hooker Slaugh/er November 15, 
1976 in Boulder. Colorado. Mrs. Slaughter, 
wife of the Rev. John L. Slaughter a widely 
known Baptist minister, was a native of Rich-
mond, and was well known for her ability as a 
public speaker. 
1923 Miss A/1ha D. Cu1111ingha111 of Richmond, 
Dec . 7, 1976. An art teacher, Miss Cunning-
ham taught in the Richmond schools from 
1924 until her retirement in 1960. She taught 
at John Marshall High School and East End 
and Bainbridge elementary schoo ls. 
Miss (jertrude Taylor Willia111s of Franklin, Va .. 
Dec. 8, 1976. Miss Williams was employed by 
Camp Manufacturing Co. from 1926 until her 
retirement in 1966. 
1927 Mrs. Maudf' Euerhan Tre111per of Bellport, 
N.Y., April 1976. Mrs. Tremper, an active· 
community leader was a frequent substitute 
teacher. 
1942 Mrs. Lila Wicker Hun/ of Sutton Creek, 
Cal. Oct. 28, 1976. A real estate saleswoman, 
Mrs. Hunt had previously been assoc iated 
with Vogue and Charm magazines. The White 
House (Dept. Store) and was the author of 
several children's books. 
Faculty deaths 
Dr. Ma1_/orie J. Riuenburg of Richmond, retir_ed 
professor of Latin, January 5, 1977. D_r. Riv-
enburg joined the Westhampton faculty in 1933 
and retired in 1971. She was a graduate of 
Wellesley College and received an MA degree in 
I 924 from Bucknell University. She received an-
other MA degree in 1930 and her doctorate in 
1938, both from the University of Pennsylvania. 
Dr. Rivenburg was president of the Richmond 
branch of the American Association of Univer 
sity Women in 1950-52 and was active in the 
Kates Foundation. She was a member of Eta 
Sigma Phi classics fraternity, Pi Beta Phi soror-
ity. the Virginia Classical Association of the 
South. the Archaeological Institute and River 
Road Baptist Church. 
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Letters 
to the 
Editor 
Stonewall's Man 
Dear Editor: 
I enclose a bit of verse recently written 
after about 60 years. 
Stonewall 's Man 
I met this old man on the red clay road, 
With such mighty steps he strode, 
So swiftly did he march along 
My youthful muscles, fresh and strong, 
Could scarcely keep pace with him, 
So land and lithe in every limb. 
He marched with Stonewall, he told me 
and recalled each victory, 
How sweet his knapsack 's crumbs of 
bread 
How Jackson loved the troops he led. 
"Give credit to my boys," he cried, 
and waved his hat at the crowd beside 
The Valley's lads from woods and farm 
Who had scant coats to keep them warm. 
"Never did Old Jack," my man allowed, 
"Show a trace of anger-or a cloud-
But pleasant and kind to all his men; 
If he were alive, I'd march again!" 
Much amazed, I thought of that war 
As something forgotten and a far: 
No ghost was this who walked my way 
But Stonewall's man of yesterday' 
This incident happened in 1915. It was 
near my home north of Elkin, N.C., at 
Mountain Park. Mr. Hamby must have 
been about 70 years old, if he were 17 in 
1862. I was about 24 years of age then. 
I am a graduate of Richmond College in 
1911 (BA) and had just spent a year at 
Oxford University, England, as the Rhodes 
Scholar from North Carolina, when I had 
this view of "Stonewall's Man." 
Thanks 
Dear Editor: 
Paul £. H ubbe!l, R 'I I 
Emeritus Professor 
Eastern Michigan Uniuersitv 
Ypsilanti, Mi. 
I used to skip to class news, but with the 
new format and interesting articles, I can't 
skip a word! Thanks for your fine work. 
Nancy W. Lasher, W'63 
Galesville, Md. 
More Letters 
to the 
Editor 
Prim and Proper 
Dear Editor: 
As one of those "prim, proper West-
hampton Alumna," I take exception to 
your article ("Down From the Pedestal and 
Up the Ladder") by Susan Grayson in the 
Winter issue of the UR Magazine! 
Having had a short career in teaching, a 
daughter who graduated from West-
hampton, being one of the first to be mar-
ried in Cannon Memorial Chapel, and a 
constant and generous contributor to the 
Alumni Fund , along with a husband whose 
company is a loyal funder of the university, 
I feel qualified to write. Concealing the 
beautiful stained-glass windows in the 
chapel-for shame' 
By the way, I still wear my "white 
gloves" and my husband , a Richmond Col-
lege graduate, married one of those "poked 
fun at, goody-two-shoes!!" 
Dare you publish this'? 
Marie D. Deatelhauser, W'32 
Largo, Fla. 
Togetherness 
Dear Editor: 
If it were not for the fact that the Class of 
1927 is preparing for its 50th class reunion 
this spring, I might not have read so criti-
cally the article "Down from the Pedestal 
and Up the Ladder" by Susan Grayson and 
published in the Winter 1977 issue of the 
magazine. However, I did just this, and if 
the statements concerning the "stereotype 
of the Westhampton Lady" are true, I am 
grateful that I never lived on the campus. I 
consider myself fortunate to have been 
among the group who rode the streetcar 
from the city and walked to and from the 
Westhampton campus via the long, brick 
walks leading from the stop. Also, I con-
sider myself fortunate in having been in so 
many coeducational classes-chemistry, bi-
ology and physics-as a science major. For 
these reasons, I do resent the implication 
being made that all Westhampton students 
of the past-the long past now-may have 
belonged to the white-glove-lady classifica-
tion. 
Regardless of the above reactions and 
comments, I give high credit to the educa-
tion I received in the college that enabled 
me to enter the University of Chicago grad-
uate school without difficulty and to have 
secured a master's degree with one year of 
work (four quarters). I still recall with 
amusement the interview I had with the 
awe-inspiring head of the university chem-
istry department who seemed puzzled that I 
got into the university and who wanted to 
know what and where Westhampton Col-
lege was. My greatest gratitude continues to 
go out to Dr. Sidney S. Negus of the Uni-
versity of Richmond chemistry department 
who surely supplied me with what I needed. 
On the negative side, I am still amazed to 
recall that Westhampton offered no career 
counseling or job placement assistance, or 
even plain job information. Perhaps I 
missed something that was there out of per-
sonal ignorance, but I doubt it. The Ivory 
Tower stood intact to the end. It is true that 
soon after our class graduated we had little 
choice as to jobs or careers due to the Great 
Depression which hit us and remained with 
us for nearly ten years. 
I admit to inexcusable ignorance as to 
what is really going on at Westhampton 
now and during the past years since 1927. 
Your magazine article opens some channels 
of information and leads me to wonder 
whether the best and speediest way to 
achieve the goals outlined can be reached 
by keeping Westhampton a separate college 
within the university. I, for one, pray that 
choices will be made within the near future 
that will render future students the proper 
preparation for effective and happy per-
sonal and career lives. Let us hope that 
"changing concerns" will run deep and not 
be restricted to traditions and modes of liv-
ing on campus. 
Oversight 
Dear Editor: 
Alis Loehr Bailey, W'27 
Fredericksburg, Va. 
Unfortunately, staff writers and proof-
readers in their rush to meet deadlines 
sometimes forget that "Coca-Cola" and 
"Coke" are registered trademarks and thus 
are entitled to the same typographic treat-
ment as a proper name. When this oversight 
occurs, we simply must notify the pub-
lications (whose management invariably 
understands proper trademark usage), or 
risk the loss of the protection now given our 
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valuable trademarks by the Federal Lan-
ham Trademark Act. 
The erratum appeared in the article 
"Richmond's Quiet Renaissance" (UR 
Magazine Fall 1976) when Coke was writ-
ten with a lower case "c". We appreciate 
your mentioning Coke in your publication 
and we would also appreciate your routing 
this note to the members of your staff who 
might be concerned with our problem. 
Many thanks. 
Jacquelyn Chapman 
Office of General Counsel 
Domestic Law Department 
The Coca-Cola Company 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Woman Minister 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing to commend you for giving 
visibility in the 1977 Winter issue of the UR 
Magazine to the ministry of Alice Martin as 
a woman in the pulpit. 
It gave me grave concern that another 
woman did not receive comparable treat-
ment from key staff associated with the 
University of Richmond several years ago. 
It may have been in part due to the fact that 
her ministry was based in a hospital setting 
rather than the local church. The Rev. 
Anne Pomeroy Baltzell, W'67, was or-
dained in May 1971. She is a woman in 
ministry. In fact, she is a specialist in health 
ministry. Chaplain Baltzell is now in the 
process of becoming a theological educator, 
moving toward certification as a chaplain 
supervisor with the Association for Clinical 
Pastoral Education. 
Anne received certification at the level of 
Fellow with the College of Chaplains with 
the American Protestant Hospital Associa-
tion in March 1976, and has been com-
mended for the third straight year as an 
outstanding young woman of America. 
I sincerely hope you will give recognition 
to another graduate of the university, who 
benefited enough from the education she 
received there to move on to this position of 
leadership and specialized ministry. She is 
now chaplain at the Children's Health Cen-
ter, Inc., 2525 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, 
MN 55404. 
Paul W. Strickland, R'43 
Valley Forge, Pa. 
Postscript 
ORIGINALLY, I HAD WRITTEN some closing 
remarks about the $30 million phase of the 
Our Time in History campaign. However, 
President E. Bruce Heilman aptly summed 
it up at the February 27 Appreciation Con-
vocation, when he recited the following 
poem by Edgar A . Guest. 
It Couldn't 8e Done 
Somebody said that it couldn't be done, 
But he with a chuckle replied 
That "maybe it couldn't," but he would be one 
Who wouldn't say so till he'd tried. 
So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin 
On his face. If he worried he hid it. 
He started to sing as he tackled the thing 
That couldn't be done, and he did it. 
Somebody scoffed: "Oh, you'll never do that; 
At least no one ever has done it;" 
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat, 
And the first thing we knew he'd begun it. 
With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin, 
Without any doubting or quiddit, 
He started to sing as he tackled the thing 
That couldn't be done, and he did it. 
There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done, 
There are thousands to prophes f ·1ure; 
There are thousands to point out to you, one by one, 
The dangers that wait to assail you. 
But just buckle in with a bit of a grin, 
Just take off you coat and go to it; 
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing 
That "cannot be done," and you'll do it. 
Credits: Robert Llewellyn, pages 2, 6, 9, 16-
17, 18; Bob Hart, pages 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 
20; Frederick Kozub, pages 6, 7; Bill Nel-
son, page 10; Handbook of Early Advertis-
ing Art, pages 14-15; Josh Wertheimer, page 
19; Paul Harris, page 21; Ed Thorsett, pages 
21, 22. 

